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the Price Increases
whilst stocks last!

NEW

ADED FIRMWARE

NEW VERSION UPGR

IC-7300

100W HF+6m+4m
• RF direct sampling
• Touch screen control
• Great reviews!

GENEROUS
Part X
CALL NOW!

£1099.95

Kenwood TS-990S
HF/6m Radio
• Dual TFT display
• 200W output
• Our Demo
- just a few hours use!

PALSTAR

ONE ONLY
DEMO MODEL

Generous Part X

2 Year Warranty

£4795.00

Covers 6-160m
Output power: 2-1800W
Display: 4 line large
print
£1499.95

AT-2K 2kW manual antenna tuner

Covers 6-160m
Output: 2000W PEP
Metering: Active cross
needle

£599.95

AT-500 600W manual antenna tuner
Covers 6-160m
Output: 600W PEP
Built in 4:1 balun

£479.95
AT-5K-HP .3.5kW manual tuner.................£969.95
AT-5K .......3.5kW manual tuner...............£1249.95
AT-4K .......2.5kW manual tuner...............£1025.00
AT-2KD.....2kW Differential manual tuner..£599.95
DL-1500...1500W high power dummy load .£199.95
BK4C/1:1 .4kW 1:1 ratio current balun........£84.95
BK4C/4:1 .4kW 4:1 ratio current balun........£84.95

Antennas, Telescopic Poles, Aluminium Masts
UL-404L Ultra-lite Dxpedition antenna
Dipole covers: 40, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10.6m.......£99.95
Fibreglass Telescopic Poles
12mtr Heavy Duty .........................................£89.95
18mtr Standard...........................................£199.95
22m ‘Long John’ NEW ................................£399.95
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14.5 metre Heavy Duty................................£425.00

ALINCO
DM-330MW MkII
Deluxe version
- extra filtering

• 25-30A switch mode power supply
• Lightweight
£129.95
- ideal for travel

NEW

HF/VHF/UHF with
£1279.95
touch screen!
SSB/CW/FM/C4FM Digital/AM/RTTY/PSK!
• Up to 100W (2m/70cms 50W) output

NETWORK ANTENNA ANALYSER

KENWOOD

HF-Auto 1.5kW fully auto antenna tuner

FREE UK
MAINLAND
DELIVERY

FT-991A

TH-D74E

Dual Band Handheld with APRS
and Digital (D-STAR) capability
• Built in GPS
• Wide band receive
HF, VHF, UHF
• IF filtering / DSP

MetroVna Pro model
with Bluetooth connectivity
Phone not
included

£599

NEW! TYT - UHF DMR Radio!
MD-380

• 70cm UHF band
• 1W or 5W output
• 1,700 mAh Li-ion battery
• Large colour display
• Easy to programme
• Includes FREE
lead and software

£149.95 £129.95
NEW! TYT DM-390

As above but now waterproof and includes
• Software/Lead
• Earphone/Mic
£139.95
• Mains drop in charger

CABLES & WIRE
Ecoflex 15
per metre.....£5.99 price per 102m drum........£539
PL259 connector (Part: 7350) ............................£8.95
N type connector (Part: 7395)............................£9.95
Ecoflex 10
per metre.....£2.89 price per 102m drum........£289
PL259 connector (part: 7378)............................£5.95
N type connector (part: 7367) .........................£6.50
BNC type connector (part: 7379) .....................£6.50
Aircell 7
per metre.....£1.99 price per 102m drum.........£179
PL259 connector (part: 7390)............................£2.65
N type connector (part: 7392) ...........................£5.25
BNC type connector (part: 7391) .......................£5.25
Aircell 5
per metre.....£1.39 price per 102m drum........£125
PL259 connector (part: 7760)............................£2.25
N type connector (part: 7700) ...........................£3.95
BNC type connector (part: 7720) ......................£3.25

• Touch Screen - colour display
• Frequency coverage: 1 - 180 MHz
• Measures: SWR, R, Z, X, phase, filters,
Return Loss, Transmission Loss
(display as single or simultaneously)
• Link via Bluetooth or USB to your
Smartphone, Android, Tablet or computer
• Portable - uses 5,000 mAh Li-Ion
Rechargeable batteries
• Fast - refreshes in less than 0.1 sec.
• Export data in easy formats, 'jpg, csv, pdf, Zplot
• Compatible IG/VNA, VNA/J, BluVNA & more
• Compatible OS: Windows, Linux, Android, MAC OSX
• Firmware upgradeable
• Dimensions: 125mm x 95mm x 20mm
• Weight 200g
FREE DELIVERY

£269.95

NEW
MetroVna DELUXE
with Bluetooth
connectivity
• Covers up to 250 MHz
• All other specifications
as Pro unit above
FREE DELIVERY

£299.95

Quality guy ropes and
accessories
Full range in stock
P type Ideal for general guying polyester
braided rope with twisted cores

P2..2mm 100kg B/s.................£14.95
P3..3mm 200kg B/s.................£21.95
P4..4mm 400kg B/s.................£29.95
M type Thinner higher performance with
Dyneema (Kevlar style) centre core

M2 ..2mm 240kg B/s...............£31.95
M3 ..3mm 100m 390kg ..........£49.95
M8 ..8mm 2600kg B/s...........£336.95
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Editorial
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
Reaching the equinox,
we expect conditions
to be balanced
between North and
South and prospects
for DX working to be
suitably enhanced.
Looking back on the summer months, it
seemed to have been a long period of
quiet bands with little of interest to
encourage one into the shack.
Here in France, after almost non-stop rain
up to the beginning of June, we then
enjoyed four months of almost totally dry
weather with temperatures in the mid-30s
virtually every day. As often happens
here, the seasons change like a toggle and
in early October it was suddenly summer
one day and autumn the next.
As if on cue, the bands burst into life
providing lots of band/mode spots to
chase with S9YY, TL0A and V6Z – all
relatively easy to work. With proficient
operators at the other end, the levels of
DQRM seemed to be low. Is it possible
that the recent naming and shaming of
DQRMers has begun to have an effect?
As I write this piece, the 6G group are in
Auckland and about to depart for
Chatham Island to activate ZL7G. By the
time this Digest is in your hands, the
expedition will be over and the group will
have returned home. I will look forward to
including details of their adventures in the
January Digest.
I was not able to get to the RSGB
Convention this year. But I was pleased to
hear that attendance numbers were up

and it seems to have been a very
successful weekend.
This month’s Digest includes three
DXpedition reports. I found the item on
the FT4JA DXpedition to Juan de Nova
particularly interesting with its detail of
the challenges involved in organising a
visit to these small islands. The change of
attitude by TAAF, the French
administrating authority for the Southern
territories in recent years has provided
great logistical support for these visits,
even to the point of issuing special sets of
stamps.
Michael – G7VJR contributes this month’s
Club Log Corner with a most interesting
article on propagation between Zone 14
and Japan on 160 and 80m – always a
fairly challenging path. His article is based
on a presentation that he made at the
recent Tokyo Ham Fair.
CQWW SSB will be history by the time this
is published but the CW weekend at the
end of November is still to come. The
contests always provide lots of activity
and it sometimes seems that the level of
activity actually produces its own
enhancement to propagation. With the
large number of sections and overlays
available, there are plenty of
opportunities for a competitive entry that
is in line with individual station
capabilities.
Plenty of DX and Contesting in the coming
months to keep us all interested!
Enjoy!
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Transmission Lines
Don Field, G3XTT - President
It’s been quite a busy time
of late, albeit not so much
on the bands although
conditions have finally
shown something of an
upturn. But I was at
Newark for the Hamfest,
helping to man the PW stand, and then at
Milton Keynes for the RSGB Convention.
And last Saturday five of the six Gs
assembled at G3TXF’s to sort out
inventory for ZL7G. I start my own journey
there this coming Sunday, via Singapore,
while other team members will also be
heading to Auckland where we
rendezvous early next week. By the time
you read this, it will all be history and I
trust than many if not most of you will
have us in the log.
Going back to the Hamfest, CDXC did not
have a presence this year but I spotted
quite a few members sporting their
badges. It’s not an event I would
necessarily attend if it wasn’t for my PW
duties. But it appears to be very popular
with quite a crowd and there’s certainly
plenty to see and do, with lots of
organisations represented there in
addition to the various trade stands.
There wasn’t anything too exciting in
terms of new toys for the HF DXer or
contester, although EA7JX of EAntenna
had some interesting hardware on display
on the Martin Lynch stand.
The RSGB Convention is much more of a
meeting ground for CDXC members. Your
Committee had a stand at the event and
lots of members signed in. Attendance
was reported to be 20% up on the
previous year. There were some wellknown DX callsigns to be seen, including
F6BEE (presenting FT4JA), K9AJ
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(VP8SGI/VP8STI), VE3LYC, K1ZM/VY2ZM
and so on. One of the more interesting
technical presentations was by our own
John G3WGV who has developed his
version of a front-end, complete with
knobs (!), for the FlexRadio 6500. John’s
developments go beyond even the
Maestro controller sold by Flex
themselves, in that John’s controls are
fully reconfigurable from software – lefthanded operator, let’s swap everything
around; contest time, let’s give you the
major functions you want to change in the
heat of the pile-up; DX chaser, let’s give
you instant split, to your preference, at
the touch of a button. Is this the way of
the future? And old friend Marios
G0WWW/5B4WN gave an entertaining
presentation about Club Log’s new QSL
archive, seeded with scans of several
hundred thousand cards from the G3TXF
collection.
And, talking about G3TXF, as I said earlier,
we met at Nigel’s to do a final equipment
sort for ZL7G, ensuring that we maximised
our individual airline baggage allowances.
Chris G3SVL, inventory guru, tells me we
are due to take 380kg of check-in
baggage. That includes five complete
stations, three of which will sport the
Elecraft KPA500 and two of which will use
the new Juma amplifier from Finland. We
are all on tenterhooks to see how this new
kid on the block performs under
DXpedition conditions – it could be a
game changer given that it is significantly
lighter than the Elecraft but with a higher
power output.
Finally, let me welcome those of you who
are new to CDXC as well as those who
have re-joined this past summer. It’s
interesting to see the range of places that

new members mention of where they
have come across the club – our tentacles
seem to stretch to various obscure
corners of the internet! At the same time,
I was surprised to hear of one new joiner
at Milton Keynes who claimed never to
have heard of CDXC before! Perhaps we
should all take away the challenge of
spreading the word and maybe recruiting

a new member or two in the coming year,
rather than relying entirely on the
Committee to do the marketing and sales
job. We can, all being well, help with
support material if, for example, you are
asked to give a talk about CDXC or,
indeed, about DXing or contesting at your
local club.

New Members –Tony Bettley, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign
A65DR
G4NRT
IZ0PMV
M0MGF
M5ZAP
SP3F
VE7AWV

Name
Paul Hardcastle
David Bondy
Lele Silenzi
Jason Gower
Andy Morgan
Roman Jaloszynski
Frank Fichel

QTH
Dubai
Rochester
Ariccia
Hendon
Rochester
Zielona Gora
Surrey, BC

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC members
Geoff Holland G3GHS
Gus Gale, G3LLK
Our thoughts are with their families and loved ones

CDXC Sponsorship of DXpeditions
Every year, CDXC contributes around £6,000 to selected DXpeditions. Groups applying for support must
provide comprehensive information on a range of criteria for the Committee to make a decision.
Groups must undertake to:
x Handle QSLs in a speedy manner
x Upload expedition log to LOTW within six
months
x Handle bureau cards and LOTW uploads at no
charge
x Abide by DXpedition Code of Conduct
x Provide appropriate publicity for CDXC
x Provide write-up for CDXC Digest

Also taken into consideration:
x Relative rarity of the proposed destination
x Length of operation
x Experience level of the team
x Total sponsorship sought as % of total
expedition cost
x Number of stations
x QSO target
x QSOs/operator/day
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Juan de Nova, FT4JA – 2016
Seb Poulenard, F5UFX & Flo Moudar, F5CWU

Band/Mode breakdown
Band CW PH RTTY JT65 Total Total %
160 2333
0
0
0 2333 2.2%
80 3193 332
0
0 3525 3.3%
40 4032 3223
0
0 7255 6.9%
30 6618
0
1556 0 8174 7.7%
20 5069 6955 1934 0 13958 13.2%
17 8956 7281
0
0 16237 15.4%
15 7630 13712 4424 0 25766 24.4%
12 7252 8239
0
0 15491 14.7%
10 5169 5407 2099 0 12675 12.0%
6
94
124
0
2
220
0.2%
Totals 50346 45273 10013 2 105634

Continent By Band
Band 160 80 40 30
20
17
15
12
10
6 Total Total %
AF 24 37 66 34 156 144 235 153 154 4 1007 1.0%
AN 1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0 3
0.0%
AS 216 407 1046 840 965 2447 4475 3413 3050 58 16917 16.0%
EU 1808 2081 2960 4197 7817 10643 16340 9717 8295 158 64016 60.6%
NA 266 927 2948 3020 4812 2851 4258 2014 1015 0 22111 20.9%
OC 5
29 60 39 184 114 287 122 74
0 914
0.9%
SA 13 44 174 43 24
38
171 72
87
0 666
0.6%
Totals 2333 3525 7255 8174 13958 16237 25766 15491 12675 220 105634
From April 29th to May 10th 2016, a team
made up of Seb F5UFX, Flo F5CWU,
Vincent F4BKV, Gil F4FET, Yann F1NGP,
Pat F2DX, Jack F6BEE, Pascal F5PTM,
Diégo F4HAU and Chris EA3NT, went to
Juan de Nova, an island located between
Madagascar and Mozambique. The island
is flat, and covers an area of 4.4 square
kilometres. It is surrounded by a coral reef
which harbours a vast lagoon. Forests,
mainly of Casuarinaceae (Le Filao), cover
6

about half the island. It is named after a
Portuguese Captain Joao da Nova who
discovered it in 1501. In the absence of
foreign presence, the island was attached
to the colonial empire of France in 1896
and passed under French flag the
following year. Since 2007, it has been
attached like the other Scattered Islands
to the administration of the TAAF (Terres
Australes et Antarctiques Françaises).

The thud of the chain pulling up the
anchor of the Antsiva puts an end to the
last moments of calm prior to our
departure for Mayotte (FH). All operators
stand on the deck quietly looking at the
last view of the Island, before setting off
on the ocean journey ahead. On the shore,
the static sky blue colour contrasts with
the deep green of the luxuriant vegetation
stretching along the beach. We salute
the solitary gendarme standing on the
beach, craning his neck and bidding us bon
voyage. He watched until we were just a
speck in the distance.
It was only then we thought about our last
two weeks on Juan de Nova and the
energy spent overcoming the various
technical and physical challenges required
of such an expedition, the culmination of a
year of hard work, of preparation,
planning and sacrifice. We felt extremely
fortunate in getting the opportunity to
visit again one of the Scattered Islands.
Our time on Juan de Nova had passed very
quickly. We were all now in a good and
light hearted mood, convinced that we
had done everything possible to make our
endeavour a success.
---oOo--Island arrival
We had departed Mayotte on March 26th
and after two days sailing, we arrived at
Juan de Nova late in the afternoon, earlier
than expected, due to the favourable

marine currents in the Mozambique
channel. We could see the shoreline of
Juan de Nova almost one kilometre away.
What struck us was the contrast between
the immaculate white sand which seemed
to spout out from the water and the filaos
(trees) which form a thick and dark layer.
The last moments of daylight provided a
red colour to the landscape before the
darkness quickly settled. We could see the
red lantern of the lighthouse close to the
western point of the Island.. It warns
passing ships of the stretch of land
between Madagascar and Mozambique.

Tuesday, March 29th - Before the first
light of dawn, the excitement among the
participants began to peak aboard the
« Antsiva », a 28m long yacht specialising
in adventure cruising and trips such as the
one we had set out upon. Although we
had spent the night in a calm mooring, the
growing excitement did not bring an easy
sleep. It was hard to accept that the fifth
rarest country in the world was just a
short distance away. No alarm clocks were
necessary as each team member was
anxious to make ready for the day ahead.
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Beds were abandoned and even breakfast
was short lived as we began to assemble
equipment on the deck in preparation for
transport to the shore. Before dawn, we
worked by the light from our head
torches. In total, we had brought one and
a half tons of equipment to Juan de Nova.
During the voyage the equipment had to
be stowed in many different parts of the
boat. All this had to be carried to the
disembarkation point of the boat in the
specific order it had to be transported
ashore. The number of rotations ashore
depended upon the state of the tide, so
there was considerable meticulous
planning to get as much equipment to the
island in the time available. Every item
was numbered to make this task easier.
All ten operators, assisted by the crew,
worked effectively to get as much ashore
as possible. At 6am. the crew launched
the tender of the Antsiva. Two tents, tools
and the first of the antennas were loaded.
The first trip to the shore included three
operators. They were met on the beach by
the local gendarme accompanied by a
couple of soldiers complete with tractor
and trailer.
Even on Juan de Nova, we had to show
our passports and our paperwork to the
authorities before we could start about
our business. As the leading group made
their way to the radio area, the tender
made its way back to the yacht. We
crossed through the military camp and
along the edge of the runway before
reaching our spot at the edge of the
forest. As we drove along surrounded by
our large transportation bags and water
containers, excitement continued to grow
as we drove past places we had studied in
photographs during many months of
preparation. Our dream was slowly
changing into reality. Suddenly the convoy
stopped. Barring our way was a spider as
big as your hand. It was very slowly and
carefully assisted into the long grass which
8

bordered the track. Eventually, we
reached the place we had chosen for our
operating positions. The place was much
different than we had imagined from the
satellite photographs. Admittedly we did
not expect to find the lush grass of a golf
course freshly mown. But the area left us
speechless. It was not possible to
establish a site in the long and coarse
grass never mind the logistical transport
problems. It was also dangerous for team
members to cross the field day and night.
We discussed the problem with the
gendarme, who suggested a tour of the
area to allow us to select a better
location. Eventually we found a location
with no trees which satisfied the
environmental constraints of our permit,
our proximity to the water, to certain
types of vegetation and bird laying areas.
We obtained the agreement of the
gendarme and also of TAAF.
Whilst all this was taking place, the tender
had been going back and forth to the
yacht bringing more personnel and
equipment to the shore to ensure that as
much as possible had been brought
ashore before low tide. All the equipment
was taken to the new campsite and we
began to assemble our tents. In a
cloudless sky, the temperature gradually
rose to 40°. Between the sand and the
lack of wind, it was like working in hell.
The difficult conditions meant that we had
to continually stop to take on board water
to keep us hydrated. We worked hard all
day and by the time the sun began to set
in the sky, the camp was almost complete.
We battled against the clock to make the
place liveable before darkness and the
voracious hordes of mosquitoes which
attacked us constantly despite covering
ourselves and our clothes in repellent.
After two days of sailing and one
exhausting day working under the hot
sun, everybody was exhausted. We made

our way to the TAAF buildings, where we
enjoyed our first proper meal before
retiring to our camp beds to enjoy a few
hours of well-deserved rest. We awoke
before sunrise at 5am. Still exhausted
from our previous day’s efforts, but
fortified by a cup of strong coffee, we set
out again to complete all that was
necessary for the expedition.
Already it was hot. Soon it would again be
insufferable. We worked to a plan to
complete our work. We had to install
three generators which, to avoid
contaminating the earth had to be set on
large sheets of plastic. This was an
important consideration in our plan to
safeguard the environment, and in our
operating plan agreed with TAAF. All
machines started with no problem, having
been run up in France prior to our
departure. We expected them to work for
the duration of our expedition without
interruption. We laid out 1,500m of
coaxial cable and 2,500m of radials.
Electrical connections to the operating
positions were also set out. Tent #1
hosted three HF stations whilst tent #2
had three HF stations + 6m.
The formation of the operating team is a
very important consideration on these
adventures. The composition of the team
is a crucial point, it is the cornerstone. In
addition to operator’s skills, we made a
serious point of forming a cohesive group,
with strong human qualities. This proved
itself in the fact that for the duration of
the trip, the motivation and hard work of
the party never failed. The core members
of the group had previously been to
Tromelin and so the same group went to
Juan de Nova joined by some new
members whom we felt met all our
criteria. During our mid-day break, we had
one final opportunity to gather the
complete team to remind ourselves of our
plan and goals and to discuss matters of

operating and general site safety. The
world was waiting for us.
On the air
Our first contact was with our chief-pilot
station, Cedric F5UKW at exactly 1237z.
We were able to get the latest news from
France before hitting the airwaves with
several stations, soon to be seven in
number before the afternoon was over.
Operating soon took on a momentum of
its own with many stations having waited
for decades to make a contact with Juan
de Nova. Pile ups were huge and soon a
very fast rhythm was established. Those
who were not operating worked outside
the operating tent, to make adjustments
and tidy up the installation so that the
operators could concentrate on making
QSOs.
Our band plan was designed to co-habit
with VK0EK, the Heard Island expedition,
which was taking place at the same time.
We designed an easy to read, easy to
follow table to try to avoid conflict or at
least keep it to a minimum. We tried to
pay extra attention to those Zones which
we thought would be the most difficult to
contact. Our operating plan was designed
so that all regions of the world would
have a chance of a QSO with Juan de
Nova. It seemed that the Amateur Radio
community collaborated with our plan
without complaining.
After the initial rush, the team was split
into two so that 24 hour operation was
possible. After the first day of operation
there were already 10,000 QSOs in the
log. Already we had established a rhythm
which we hoped would continue for the
duration. Propagation conditions were
better than we had hoped for making it
possible to make QSOs on the higher
bands.
Each station was similarly equipped with
an Elecraft K3, an SPE Expert 1.3 KFA
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amplifier and a Microham Microkeyer II.
In addition each station had the necessary
band pass filters, homemade splitters, RX
limiters loaned by DX Engineering and preamplifiers by KD9SV. In addition, SDR
transceivers (SunSDR Pro 2) completed
the setup and were used for some
experiments, especially on CW (use of
panoramic RX + CW skimmer). These tests
were successful and very interesting with
such difficult working conditions in
overcrowded bands. All seven stations
were networked with WinTest logging
software. The antennas of choice were 2element Vertical Dipole Arrays from 10 to
20m. In addition to their compactness,
their performance is undeniable,
particularly so when placed at the ocean
edge. On 30m and 40m we utilised a four
square, with verticals on 80m and 160m
using the well-known Spiderbeam Poles. A
multiband yagi was in support, in
particular to permit in-band traffic. This
configuration enabled us to have, at
certain hours, two stations on the same
band. The 6m antenna was a 6-element
yagi made by DXBeam. All antennas were
connected with low loss and extremely
light-weight coaxial cable manufactured
by our Italian partner, Messi and Paolini
(Airborne 10). To improve our reception
on 160 and 80m, two 200m beverage
antennas and phased pennant antennas
were used.
A daily routine
Every day was different, but we managed
to maintain our rhythm of almost 10,000
QSOs per day. We realised that with
tiredness setting in, this would be difficult
to replicate during the second week. Rest
periods were difficult as it was hard to nap
in 40°heat and night time sleep was
interrupted as we had to be back in front
of the radio for the sunrise openings on
the low bands.
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As well as operating, there were also
many other things to be taken into
consideration. For example, the site had
to be maintained, antennas had to be
maintained, and meals had to be
prepared, press releases and articles for
schools written, video reports filmed and
the like. Every team member was fully
occupied and played their part in the
success of the mission. It was the
cohesion and integration of all team
members that allowed this to take place
with good humour and hard work. We
exchanged messages with our pilot station
via our sat-phone. Information received
allowed us to adjust our operating plan
taking into account the differences in
propagation. At the same time, we had to
remain inside our published strategy.
Once per day, the log was uploaded to
Club Log. This placed considerable strain
on our data consumption on the satphone but on-line logs are a must-have
function for expeditions and it seems it is
no longer possible not to go down this
route.
As the days passed our routines and
habits were almost automated. Each day,
we received a visit from the gendarme
who enquired about our contact total and
if we had any problems for him to solve.
It was good humoured and his visits were
always friendly and appreciated. He was
always there to help out and on more
than one occasion mobilised the soldiers
to carry water and remove waste for recycling. We were happy for him to watch
our activities and he was intrigued and
amazed at how we could communicate
with the world using only pieces of wire.
One morning, we accompanied him on his
daily tour of the Island. His passage checks
on pollution, traces of intrusion or
anything out of the ordinary which he
would report to the Prefect. He would
also check on the Island’s turtles and
count the number of tracks left by them

on the beach overnight. During this tour
we discussed many things and it was an
enjoyable way to pass the time.
The operating positions were
approximately one and a half kilometres
from the sleeping tent. Day and night to
get from one to the other we had to pass
one of the two cemeteries on the Island,
and a lighthouse. Near the lighthouse on
the beach is the wreck of the Kwang
Myong, a 45m Korean ship which
foundered in the seventies. Its hull, posed
on sand is beaten by the floods with each
high tide while the branches of filaos
seem to swallow the prow of it. The last
500 metres are done on the beach where
it was necessary for us to climb over dead
trees lying on the sand. We were allowed
to use a TAAF building near the airstrip.
This once housed the weather station (La
Goulette) and the gendarmerie, which has
since re-located to the main area. This
building has toilets and two showers, fed
by a tank on the roof. This allowed us a
little comfort. Our camp beds were set
out in the main part of the building
intended to lodge scientists during their
missions. Rainwater is collected and
stored in the tanks. To save this valuable
resource, we did our best to collect water
from the showers to use it in the toilets or
for the laundry.
One night, the low band operators made
contacts under epic conditions, disturbed
by the thunderstorms which burst over
the ocean each evening. The high bands,
which had been almost dead for a few
nights were exploited almost until the
morning. The stations on the west side of
the USA had incredible signals on 20 and
17m. From the start of the expedition, 6m
was disappointing with only very short
openings to southern Europe (EA, SV, I)
and middle East countries making few
QSOs possible. A 6m beacon was running

every day and we still hoped it might be
possible to work stations on EME.
In spite of the adrenalin brought by
monstrous pile-ups, tiredness was never
far away and always won in spite of the
regular coffee breaks which pushed back
the limits. In the last resort, we lay down
on the ground about twenty minutes
before going back to the pile-up. It was
necessary to hold on! What a relief when
the fresh operators showed up at the first
glimmer of the day.
The instructions are exchanged and we
give up our seats in order to return to the
sleeping area to have a rest. After refuelling the three generators and checking
the fuel stock, we leave the radio camp.
The tide is low, water has retreated to the
coral reef located at more than one
kilometre, revealing an immense sand
field. There are enormous grey clouds in
the sky. In the west, a double rainbow
shows-up and our cameras capture it. The
light is splendid.

As we return to the TAAF building, an
enormous wind and rain falls down on the
island, pouring thousands of litres of
water, mingled with violent gusts of wind.
The roof pours water in torrents. Under
the courtyard, we have breakfast but we
do not hide our concern about these gusts
of winds and its cloudburst. Is the radio
camp flooded? Have the tents resisted the
gusts? What about the generators? We
are imagining the worst! Maybe this
episode means the end of the expedition.
In a lull, and in spite of the tiredness, we
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run up to the radio camp. This kilometre
and half felt like ten. We fear how the
“battleground” will look. However, at
midway, we perceive the humming of a
generator, and then see the silhouette of
some of our verticals. Once we arrived at
the camp, we discover the team running
the pile-up peacefully. They managed the
crisis very well. There is no damage except
to the capacitive hat of the 160m vertical.
Reassured and happy to have escaped this
incident without serious consequences, we
return to take a few hours of rest,
benefitting from the freshness brought by
the rain which continues to fall, filling the
water reserves of the island.
Towards 100,000 QSOs
As we get towards the end of the second
week we are looking to break the 100,000
QSO mark. This target was all consuming.
We activated all the seven stations
whenever possible. The QSOs were fast
and furious. There was at least one station
on 15m throughout the 24 hour period in
order to maximise QSOs especially
uniques.
6m EME proved disappointing and did not
lead to a complete two-way contact.
However, it was all the more infuriating.
Our signals were heard and we received
several reports, without ever having the
time necessary to complete the contact.
The density of the filaos and the obstacle
formed by the lighthouse placed exactly
on the azimuth of the Moon did not
certainly play in our favour. However, this
was a challenge worth taking on! Except
for some small repairs, we did not have
any problem with equipment. The
equipment chosen showed an incredible
reliability in spite of difficult conditions of
operating - heat, salt air, operation
around the clock, etc.

Winding up
Three days before the end of our mission,
it was necessary for us to complete the
reports and interviews which would be
used for the video of the expedition. With
this intention, we left the camp at dawn in
order to benefit from the exceptional
light. At the end of the landing track,
several cottages house the equipment of
weather stations from which the data is
transmitted automatically. The first
permanent station goes back to 1973,
taking over the 20 year old auxiliary
station called “ La Goulette” in reference
to the Captain Marcel Goulette who was
landed on Juan de Nova with his Farman
190 in 1929. He left about two months
later, having arranged a rough track.
Nowadays, at 1200m length, it is the
essential link with the outside and makes
it possible for military planes to carry out
the changing of staff every 45 days.
We go along the track bordered by tall
filaos which is without any doubt the most
represented species of trees on the island.
The flora is relatively poor. Some coconuts,
vestiges of an old copra plantation are
drawn up close to the TAAF building. At
the top of beach, we note the presence of
some “velvet trees”. The heart of the
island is a patchwork of vast clearings
covered with high grasses and more
wooded parts. At mid- track, we turn and
we enter the forest. We keep our eyes
open because these underwoods are a
hunting ground for the big spiders which
weave immense inclined webs while
waiting for their prey. The way curves to a
clearing where there is a large stone
house. Although in ruins, the “Patureau
house” appears massive, with its two
levels perched on a vast concrete base. Its
imposing staircases and its ironwork give
it an air of a mansion.
In 1952, Hector Patureau obtained, from
the French government, a concession to
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extract guano in Juan de Nova. Phosphate
is used as fertiliser. The exploitation
thrived and employed many workers.

The Patureau House was constructed
during this period. When the phosphate
prices collapsed, the work closed at the
end of the Sixties. The last workers left the
island in 1975. Today, only ruins of this
short industrial adventure remain and are
slowly being absorbed by the vegetation.
The path which leads towards the East
leads us to the SEGA camp which hosts the
military detachment, installed partly in the
buildings which formerly lodged the
workers. Then, we head in direction of the
beach and pass in front of the déchetterie
of the island where all rubbish is carefully
sorted. All collected waste, including that
collected from the beach is gathered
there. Regularly, this material is removed
from the island then recycled. On the
ground, sections of rails which were used
to convey the “Decauville railway
carriage” full of phosphate still exist. We
follow them to the bottom of the old
pontoon, partly collapsed which stretches
out into the lagoon. In other times, the ore
was loaded onto boats before
transportation to Europe.
Time passes too quickly. It was time to go
back to the radio camp to replace our
comrades which ensured the morning
radio operation. We go along the beach,
escorted by several raven-magpies which
follow us in silence, rather than their
normal loud chatter. In a general way, we

were surprised by the calm of the island.
The terns which we had had the chance to
see and live alongside throughout our stay
in Tromelin had already left the island
after the period of nesting (2 million
couples of sooty terns). Only some small
red fody were seen during our stay,
perched at height perhaps to avoid
attacks of wildcats. These were
introduced to fight against the
proliferation of rats but it is mainly the
population of terns that suffer. An
eradication campaign of the wildcats is in
progress.
We did not have the chance to renew the
magic meeting with the turtles leaving
water to go to lay their eggs in the sand,
not even a single opportunity of seeing
the characteristic tracks in sand. Our
authorisation only permitted us to erect
our tents and not to exceed the first line
of vegetation so as not to disturb the
turtles. We had to follow a similar
instruction with our antennas and in
addition had to attach coloured ribbons to
all guy wires to make them visible to the
birdlife.
Departure
In the same way as we had to plan our
arrival, we had to carefully plan our
departure from the Island. We had to
take into account the state of the tide and
the height of the swell. One by one we
removed the antennas and carefully
loaded our tender with one generator at a
time. By the final afternoon, we had only
one generator, four HF stations, five VDAs
and a vertical for 40m and 30m.
Everything else was back on the yacht.
During the last evening we each took a
turn at operating to allow us all to
experience the pileup one last time. We
had already surpassed our target of
100,000 contacts but our enthusiasm did
not waver. Our last QSO took place at
2100z on 10th April after twelve days and
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eight hours. In total we had 105,600
QSOs in our log.
Next morning, it was a race against time
to dismantle everything that remained
and have it removed from the Island back
to the yacht before the turn of the tide.
We were fortunate that there was no
wind and the conditions were good. As
the last load of equipment left on the
tender, we examined our site very
carefully to ensure we left everything as
we found it. It was very difficult to tell
that we had even been there. This had to
be done to comply with our landing and
operating permit. The tide had now
turned and the team had to wait for the
next tide to leave the Island. We made use
of or last moments on the Island to make
one final meal using all the leftover food.
It also gave us the opportunity to have a
look at the logs and our statistics. Our
initial look showed that we made 60% of
all QSOs with Europe, 21% with North
America and 16% with Asia. We were
happy to have achieved our objectives
and allowed many amateur radio friends
all over the World to make at least one
contact with this very rare and remote
Island. We were also very proud that it
was an entirely French expedition with the
exception of Christian EA3NT. But after
two weeks of being with the team, he
became almost French, and that we were
able to overcome some very complex and
difficult problems. We were also able to
demonstrate that it is possible for
amateur radio and wildlife conservation to
co-exist without detriment to the
environment. We would like to thank
everybody who helped in one way or
another to make this adventure possible,
for their advice, for their benevolence in
helping us around the various complicated
issues of visiting such a remote
wilderness.
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We cannot finish this long story without
warmly thanking all those who supported
and helped us starting with companies
Elecraft, SPE Expert, Spiderbeam, DX
Engineering, KD9SV, Microham, Messi &
Paolini, DX Avenue, GM0OBX Cables,
SunSDR.eu, ExpertElectronics, Antlion
Audio, F5JRC Print Shop.
On all the continents, the clubs and
foundations have been reactive in spite of
a complicated season for their finances
because of many expeditions in search of
sponsors. An immense thank you to
Northern California DX Foundation, as
well as the International DX Association,
German DX Foundation, Network of the
French Transmitters, Clipperton DX Club,
Colvin Award, Southeastern DX Club,
CDXC – The UK DX Foundation, Twin City
DX Association, Eastern Iowa DX
Association, NIDXA, Danish DX Group,
European DX Foundation, Mediterraneo
DX Club, OHDXF, Carolina DX Assocation,
Willamette Valley DX Club, Swiss DX
Foundation, Lone Star DX Assocation,
Northern California DX Club, the U.K. Six
Meter Group, ORCA, CQ Hamradio JA,
Western Washington DX Club, F8ATS
Stamp fund, ETDXA, the DX Group, GMDX
Group, FEDXP, WVDXA, eQSL, Ehime DX,
Utah DX, Tokyo 610, TDXS, SEMDXA, Lynx
DX, GSDXA, Shizuoka DX, Delta DXA,
RemoteHamradio.com, UFT, LIDXA,
599DX, NWIDXA, NOHDXA, ADXA, Nara
DXA, Mile-Hi DXA, OKDXA, SEDCO, Passau
DX, FWDXA, Mulan DX, GMDXA, KC5WXA,
Spokane DXA, Madison DX, NADXC, SDXG,
WNYDXA, GPDX, BARTG, DX Hogs, Most
Wanted DX, Yokohama DXC, ARAN59,
VADXCC, Six Italia.
We wish to underline the exceptional help
of the amateur radio community through
all the people who took part in the
project. Thanks to F6AGM, K1QX, F4ERS,
F6BKI, F5VHJ, K6TU, N5FG, JA4DND,

F5JRC, our pilots F5UKW, JJ3PRT, W0MM,
ON9CFG.
In conclusion, we wish to thank cordially
the staff of the French Southern Lands
and Antarctic (TAAF) and its Prefect, the
administrator of the TAAF, Mrs Cécile
Pozzo di Borgo who authorised us to carry
out this mission and provided constant
support during all the preparation.

While we are writing these last lines, Juan
de Nova is nothing any more but a dot on
the horizon. We leave with a head full of
memories, the SD cards of our camera
boards crowded with photographs and
videos and 100000+ contacts in the log.
There is no doubt that the actions of
conservation done by the TAAF will make
it possible to protect this marvellous
island, and that one day perhaps, we may
have the opportunity to visit again.

VK9WA – Willis Island, 2015
Jared Smith, N7SMI
be activated! Here are a few places that
come to mind…”.

Imagine the feeling of having worked for
ten months planning a DXpedition, with
charter boat arranged, and half the
expedition team formed, only to see it
cancelled two weeks prior to announcing
it to the world? This is the start of the
VK9WA story! We were days away from
announcing a DXpedition to a top 25
location, but were beaten to the press by
another team. Needless to say, we were
very disappointed after having worked so
hard putting the plans in place.
We gave Bernie (W3UR) a call, asking for
his advice on how best to proceed given
what had just unfolded. Bernie's words
were, in effect, “The world is a big place,
with so many other locations needing to

Armed with Bernie's words of wisdom and
encouragement, team leaders Rob (N7QT)
and Jared (N7SMI) quickly refocused on
Willis Island. It was #32 on the Club Log
most wanted entities list at the time and
had not had a significant activation since
2008. Once we were confident that
landing rights and call sign could be
obtained, we announced to the world that
we would be activating VK9/W and
formed the rest of the team – Sandro
(VE7NY), Adam (K7EDX), Hawk (SM5AQD),
Gus (SM3SGP), Allan (VE7SZ), and Hal
(W8HC).
Expedition goals
Important expedition goals included:
x

x

Provide all time new ones (ATNOs) to
as many stations as possible. By
focusing on fewer band slots/modes
during the expedition we would
increase the percentage of “unique”
stations worked.
Provide QSO percentage equity
between the big three - Asia, Europe,
and North America, while also
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x

providing opportunity to other
regions, such as Oceania, Africa, and
South America.
Minimize expenses to under $1 per
contact. It was a very strong belief
among the team that “We can do
more for less.”

x
x
x
x

Middle Cay
DXCC entity Willis Island is comprised of
three small coral islands or cays. The Willis
Islets are located 450km off the East coast
of Australia beyond the Great Barrier Reef
in the Coral Sea. The islets are home to
millions of sea birds, turtles, crabs, eels,
and other animals. They are part of
the Coral Sea Commonwealth Marine
Reserve due to their unique physical,
ecological and heritage values. Access is
provided only via boat under a
government issued permit.
The largest island, Willis Island, is home to
a meteorological station that is manned
by three weather observers. Due to
complexities in permitting for operating
on Willis Island, we set our sights on
Middle Cay, the smallest of the islets—
only four acres in size and extending just
three metres above sea level. Middle Cay
had been activated before and had a less
difficult approach and landing than North
Cay.
Station equipment
With eight team members, we decided to
have four stations on the air. Each was
designed to have nearly identical
equipment and support for all modes –
CW, SSB, and RTTY. This enabled any team
member to operate at any station with
minimal adjustments and configuration.
Our station equipment consisted of:
x
x
x
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Radios – Elecraft K3S transceivers
Amplifiers – 2 X Expert 1.3KW and 2 X
Elecraft KPA500
SteppIR – 4 X CrankIR (10m-80m)

x
x

verticals, 1 X modified 60' CrankIR
(80m/160m) vertical, and 1 X eppIR 2
element beam
80/160m RX antenna – TX3A DHDL
RTTY/CW – W3YY interface
CW keyer – K1EL Winkeyer USB
Panadapter – LP-PAN SDR with Xonar
external sound card (used for CW
Skimmer)
Filters – Array Solutions single-band
pass filters
Headphones - RadioSport RS60CF

Planning
After landing and operating permits were
received, and the VK9WA callsign
obtained, we selected Bianca Charters
(biancacharters.com) based out of Port
Douglas to provide transportation to/from
Middle Cay. Captain Peter Sayre knows
the Coral Sea better than perhaps any
man alive.
Based on data from the nearby weather
monitoring station, we knew that it was
going to be hot with high temperatures
around 90°F (32°C) and windy at all times,
with the possibility of gusts of at least 4045 knots and a chance of significant rain.
Gene (K5GS), who participated in the TX3X
DXpedition to Chesterfield Island,
provided helpful recommendations on
what to expect.
Armed with this knowledge, we selected
canvas spring-bar tents reinforced with
steel supports and plywood tent flooring –
three tents for operating and one "rest"
tent. We took ample sandbags and plenty
of metal anchors/stakes between three
and six feet long.
Station power was supplied by four Honda
EU20i (220v version of the EU2000 model)
generators. The selection of the Honda
generators was easy based on their
reliability and being RF quiet. We also
purchased external fuel tanks allowing
extended running time and refueling

without the need to shut down
operations.

was extensive, yet we had confidence in
our planning.

To provide constant feedback to the
community and minimize duplicate QSOs,
we chose to regularly update Club Log
during the expedition. This required a
wireless network on the island, allowing
all stations to sync to a master N1MM+
database and a satellite data system. To
limit the amount of satellite internet/data
traffic, a $30 Raspberry Pi computer with
custom-built software was used to
manually initiate log uploads every few
hours via an iSatHub satellite phone.

Departure

Execution time
The only equipment shipped to Australia
ahead of time was 1300' of coax. Local
purchases in Cairns included generators,
plywood, tents, long stakes, rope,
sunscreen, fans, chairs, etc. Everyone
pitched in to complete the equipment
purchases and stage the equipment at the
home of Paul (VK4APN).
We can't reiterate enough the importance
of staging equipment prior to departure,
as well as having a local contact that is
familiar with the operating environment.
Paul was instrumental in pointing out
shortcomings in our original planning.

The team arrived in Port Douglas around
16:00 as MV Phoenix was being fueled for
the trip. The Phoenix is a 65' dieselpowered, aluminum-hulled vessel. It can
accommodate up to twelve passengers,
plus four crew. We were thrilled to find
the captain and crew extremely
competent and helpful – the operation
truly would not have been a success
without them!
After loading the Phoenix and a final
supper in Port Douglas, and e-mails and
calls to home, we departed for Middle Cay
around 10PM. The late departure would
ensure an early morning arrival at Middle
Cay.
The 30-hour voyage to the Willis Islets was
rough with large swells, with only a couple
team members becoming seasick. Early
Saturday we awoke to a sunny morning,
greeted by numerous seagulls and
boobies gliding in the wind along the
Phoenix. We could see the silhouette of
nearby Middle Cay on the horizon.

The morning of departure, a moving truck
arrived at Paul's home to transport our
gear. The gear barely fitted into the large
truck. The team boarded a charter bus
with a few of our remaining supplies and
headed up the coast to Port Douglas for
departure.
We were all ready and excited for this
adventure to really begin, yet anxious
about the unknowns. Would all of our
gear fit into the vessel? How would we
fare over the 30-hour boat ride? Did we
forget or overlook anything? Had we
planned on enough fuel for the
generators? Would everyone remain
healthy and safe? The list of unknowns

Arriving at Middle Cay was exhilarating to
say the least. It's likely that more people
have been in space than have set foot on
Middle Cay. We had examined a few old
photos of the island and talked to some of
the very few people to have landed there,
but to actually be there brought relief
after months of intense planning.
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The Phoenix navigated the dangerous
coral reef heads surrounding the island
and anchored about ¼ mile off-shore.
Upon landing, a position on the North
shore 500 feet from the landing site was
found to be optimal – not only for
propagation to the North, but the steep
slope of the shore would minimize impact
on nesting turtles. It was difficult work
making 20 trips in the small dinghy and
carrying two tons of gear over the difficult
500-foot expanse of sand.

intermittently. Due to the very strong surf,
it became too dangerous to land the
dinghy on the island. For nearly four days
the team remained on the island without
showers or our planned overnight rest
periods on the vessel. One of the Phoenix
crew members would swim from 50 yards
off-shore towing coolers full of hot meals
and fresh water twice daily. Despite
uncomfortable conditions on the island,
the team remained in good spirits and
increased our operating time and efforts.

It took almost ten hours to get tents,
antennas, stations, and generators setup.
Just before dusk on Saturday, November
14th, with all four stations operational, we
were finally ready to call "CQ CQ VK9WA".

The high winds and the blowing salt water
mist were very problematic during this
time of poor weather. Salt water found its
way onto and into everything. This
required some adjustments and repairs to
antennas and tents. Significant and fastspreading corrosion affected everything
that could corrode.

On the air
The initial pileups were large and intense
– and they let up only little over the
course of the next ten days. While
propagation numbers and forecasts
weren't great, it was astonishing that we
were hearing and being heard so well.
Our pilots provided valuable feedback and
recommendations. They apprised us of
critical band openings, times in which we
should focus on specific regions to
maximize opportunity and geographic
equity between EU, Asia, and NA, and also
helped us provide opportunity for SA, AF,
and OC stations.
The first few days were extremely long
and hard given the high humidity and an
extremely intense sun, with the air filled
with the thick smell of guano from the
many thousands of sea birds whose home
we had entered. The bird noise was
constant 24 hours and so very loud.
Evening temperatures of around 80°F,
combined with a constant SE wind, made
it comfortable.
However, after a few days of nice
weather, conditions worsened. The wind
increased to over 30 knots and it rained
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For the last two days of the DXpedition,
the weather significantly improved. At
1900UTC on November 23, 2015, VK9WA
went QRT with 61738 QSOs in the log. It
took many hours to disassemble and
transport our gear and equipment back to
the vessel. Then we were on our way back
to Port Douglas and our homes around
the world.
We truly cherished our time on little
Middle Cay. The thousands of sea birds,
spectacular sunrises and sunsets, walks
around the island (it only took ten
minutes), millions of crabs, and gigantic
sea turtles provided lifetime memories.
Despite long days and difficult conditions,
the VK9WA team got along spectacularly
and we all had an incredibly fun time.
We invite all to check out the drone
footage video of our camp and beautiful
Middle Cay at VK9WA.com.
Operator behavior and recommendations
Martti Laine (OH2BH) and Wayne Mills
(N7NG) had provided the VK9WA team a
preliminary version of their paper The DX

Chase: It Takes Two to Tango. This paper
and their recommendations helped us
strategize operating procedures to
minimize QRM and frustration in the
pileups. We thank Martti and Wayne for
their advice, and we recommend that all
DXers read their paper.
We had only minimal problems with
deliberate QRM, stations calling out of
turn, or stations in one region preventing
us from working other regions. We would
like to commend the overall amateur
radio community for working together to
make this happen. Thank you!
Special commendations are due to the
Japanese radio operators for standing by –
often for very long periods – while we
worked openings into other parts of the
world. We could work Japan at almost any
time of the day. The VK9WA team
expresses our appreciation to JA DXers for
being extremely considerate and patient!
Many operators in the SSB pileups had
significantly too high microphone gain
and/or compression levels. Many pileup
stations were unintelligible and made it
difficult to work others in the vicinity of
their TX frequency. We stress the
importance of listening to your on-air
audio.
We found that many stations would
repeat their own call sign after we called
them, even though there was no doubt
that we had called them. These repeats
often caused us to question whether we
had initially logged them correctly –
resulting in unnecessary repeats and
confirmations. If you hear the DXpedition
station correctly give your call sign, do not
repeat it – give only a signal report in
reply.

With the prevalence of panadapters and
skimmer software, we found that
numerous stations would call at the exact
same location as the last station logged.
Listening and then strategizing your
location in the pileup is much more
effective than calling blindly or jumping on
the frequency of the last station logged.
While operating RTTY, we would
frequently find stations tail-ending or
transmitting on top of the station we were
trying to work, thereby preventing the
called station from completing his or her
exchange.
Overall we had very little to complain
about, so thank you all.
Band Selection
Band selection was fairly straightforward
by simply following the sun's gray line.
From sunrise until well into the night we
would utilize the upper bands to work
from NA East Coast to Asia and Oceania to
Europe as daylight progressed West
across the globe. At dusk we would put
two or three stations on the low bands
and follow the same pattern throughout
the night. This cycle was generally
repeated for the duration of our
expedition, allowing amateur radio
operators around the world the ability to
know when and where to expect we
would be calling into their region. Because
of the incredible high band openings, we
had great success on these bands. 12
meters was our most successful band with
11405 QSOs.
QSO Data
We made efforts to provide QSO equity to
major geographic areas. VK9WA ended
with the following continent percentages
– NA 32.8%, EU 32.1%, AS 30.2%, Oceania
3.3%, SA 1.1%, and AF .5%.
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Financials
A primary goal was to minimize
DXpedition costs. Excluding airfare and
hotel costs (each team member fully paid
for their own transportation to/from and
hotel in Australia) and post-operation QSL
costs, our total expenses were less than
$1 per QSO! This is nearly unheard of for a
DXpedition of this scope and size to an
uninhabited island. With the charter
vessel comprising 70% of our total
expense, we're thrilled to have put on a
highly successful DXpedition at minimal
cost.
In conclusion
We express special appreciation to our
sponsors and the many who have donated

to support the VK9WA operation. We are
especially grateful to those who
supported this operation.
We'd like to thank our pilots Mike (K4PI),
Cedric (F5UKW), and Andre (V51B) for the
amazing service they provided during the
expedition. We were elated by the service
provided by our crew and Captain Peter
Sayre of Bianca Charters. They all were an
absolute pleasure to work with and we
look forward to working with them again
in the future.
We thank all who have donated and
supported the VK9WA DXpedition, and
everyone that contacted us. We look
forward to logging you on a future
expedition.

Band/Mode breakdown
Band
160
80
40
30
20
17
15

CW
343
1815
3255
4198
2028
4253
4797

PH RTTY Total Total %
0
0
343 0.6%
467 0
2282 3.7%
3923 0
7178 11.6%
0
615 4813 7.8%
3810 1805 7643 12.4%
3353 329 7935 12.9%
5314 408 10519 17.0%

12 5689 5519 197 11405 18.5%
10 4740 4881 0
9621 15.6%
Totals 31118 27267 3354 61739
Continent By Band
Band
AF
AN
AS
EU
NA

160 80
0 1
0 0
150 581
57 743
96 851

40 30 20 17
15
51 35 83 46 39
0
1
0
1
1
1344 994 2206 3115 3675
3199 2153 2173 2169 2896
2351 1512 2756 2151 3321

12
29
0
3542
3243
4191

10 Total Total %
16 300 0.5%
0
3
0.0%
3035 18642 30.2%
3191 19824 32.1%
3007 20236 32.8%

OC 40 106 218 102 334 316 397 266 271 2050 3.3%
SA 0 0
15 16 91 137 190 134 101 684 1.1%
Totals 343 2282 7178 4813 7643 7935 10519 11405 9621 61739
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The Antipodes Island Project: ZL9A, OC-286
By Cezar Trifu (VE3LYC)

Antipodes is one of several Sub-Antarctic
groups of islands administered by New
Zealand. Located 750km east of South
Island, its columnar basalts formed about
two million years ago, during recent
volcanism. Older volcanism created
Campbell and Auckland groups to the
west, about 10 and 15 million years ago,
respectively. Very remote, Antipodes are
pounded by western winds, and often by
the cold southern winds from Antarctica,
additionally rendering the climate wet and
very cloudy, quite inhospitable.
Discovered in 1800 by Captain Henry
Waterhouse, the islands became an
immediate attraction for sealers, who
harvested 330,000 fur seals in only a few
years. Of the fur seals caught in New
Zealand during that trade, half were taken
in the Sub-Antarctic islands, 27% from
Antipodes alone.
All Sub-Antarctic islands are protected as
Nature Reserves. I tried for several years
to establish a contact with the New
Zealand Department of Conservation
(DOC) in an attempt to explain the goal of
a radio amateur project from Antipodes
and offer our support through a possible
collaboration. Despite some apparent
progress in 2012, it took another three
years until an agreement was reached in
the fall of 2015, which allowed such
project to be carried out through a
partnership with the DOC.

Our team of four (Cezar - VE3LYC, Craig VK5CE, Stan - SQ8X, and Bob - KD1CT)
received the permission to land and
operate two radio stations for a period of
four days. The radio team also covered
the transportation cost for a six-member
DOC crew and a lot of construction
materials they had to bring on the island
to fix their Antipodes Hut, damaged
during an earlier landslide. In return, we
benefited from their on-site logistics,
including being allowed to operate from
the Castaway Depot, using their
generators, batteries, etc.
The radio team met in Invercargill on
January 2, 2016, underwent an in-depth
quarantine the next day, and then drove
to Dunedin on January 4. There, we
boarded Evohe, an 82-ft yacht operated
by a crew of five. Sailing to the island took
under two and a half days, while the
return almost three days, in rougher seas.
Both voyages were hard on some
members of both the radio and DOC
teams, who suffered badly from
seasickness, particularly on the return.
Arrival at Antipodes occurred in the
evening, on windy weather, past the low
tide. The DOC crew was understandably
preoccupied with downloading their
construction materials immediately, keen
to avoid the potential worsening of the
weather, which could have rendered the
landing far more challenging. As such, this
activity was scheduled first. Using a
Zodiac, the boat crew made six transports
to the island to land five of the DOC team
members, as well as their entire cargo. It
was a wet landing, as the sea pounded the
landing ledge forcefully. During the
process it started to rain, and the last
couple of transports were under
intensified wind conditions.
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Our team was very keen to land and start
operating as soon as possible. We realized
from the beginning that this was a little
hazardous, since by the time we would
have reached the camp it was likely that
the antennas would have to be installed
under headlamps. This didn’t put us off
though, hoping that at least two of us
could land that evening to start making
some contacts. However, the DOC team
considered that climbing the rocks to the
top under darkness, rain and wind was
risky, and announced that we would have
to wait until morning. Meanwhile, after
cutting some of the high-grass to make
room for the climb, they transported their
gear and materials to the camp well into
the night. There is no question that had
we landed, we would have had to spend a
considerable amount of time helping
them out, otherwise our presence would
have been a major inconvenience for
them. We would have been exhausted.
Instead, despite our temporary
disappointment, we had a good rest that
night on the boat. The sea was calmer in
the morning, when our team went for a
dry landing, stepping on a long ledge at
low tide. We moved the gear and personal
effects up the rocks and into the camp
very quickly.
In sunshine, the view from atop Antipodes
was breathtaking. As I was standing
among long shrubs of cutty grass, the
image of the steep volcanic cone of
Bollons Island rising 200m above the sea
only 2km in front of me will never fade
from my memory. Massive waves were
smashing powerfully against the vertical
granite walls 40m below my feet, sending
mist in the air rolling well above the camp.
Meanwhile, loud noises from the nearby
Erect-crested penguin colony were mixed
with those of the endemic Antipodes
snipes. I felt plunged into a different time,
mesmerized by the miracle of nature’s
unspoiled beauty.
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It was through Bob, ZL2CA, that we were
able to secure the special callsign ZL9A for

this operation from Radio Spectrum
Management. This call had never been
used before, which seemed appropriate
for the first activity from Antipodes.
During a little less than four days,
between January 6 at 23:49 UTC and
January 10 at 17:10 UTC, ZL9A made 8648
QSOs with 5476 unique stations in 101
DXCC, of which 69% were SSB and 31%
CW. The equipment used included two
Icom IC-7000 transceivers, one solid-state
600w amplifier, and vertical wire
antennas.
In order to maximize the number of
unique stations logged, we decided to use
the high power station on 20m SSB for as
long as the band remained open, while
the 100w station moved around on
different bands during the day and stayed
on 30/40 m at night. Additionally, we
operated only SSB on 10 and 20m, and
only CW on 30 and 40m, with a mix of SSB
and CW on 15 and 17m. I ended up
making all our CW contacts, which thus
offered the members of the First Class CW
Operators’ Club (FOC) the chance to log a
new DXCC for FOC awards. The log
includes 37% QSOs with EU, 32% with AS,
22% with NA, almost 7% with OC and 2%
with SA, and less than 1% with AF.
The weather changed often and suddenly
on the Antipodes. During our third day on
the island we were hit by severe winds
and heavy rain. In order to change bands,

the antennas had to be taken down and
the wires got easily entangled in the 1.5 –
2m tall grass. Some radials broke, and
repairing them was very challenging, since
the cold temperature and wind wouldn’t
allow our electrical soldering iron to get
sufficiently hot to ensure a proper job.
Luckily, the DOC team had a gas heated
one, which helped with antenna repair
work. We studied the propagation to
various parts of the world in advance, and
as such we identified very early into the
operation problem areas we needed to
focus on, such as Southern Europe. The
top DXCCs by numbers of contacts in the
log were JA (2518), K (1759), UA (502), DL
(471), and VK (261), and by number of
unique stations K (1296), JA (1116), UA
(374), DL (350), and I (184).
From various posts on the DX Cluster,
forums, and e-mail messages received, it
was apparent that quite a few DXers
didn’t read our statements prior to the
operation, in which we indicated that we
would not have real-time internet
communication on the island, and that all
requests should go through Johan,
PA3EXX, our pilot station. Moreover, we
were completely open about the bands
and modes we would be operating on,
which would not include 6, 80, and 160m,
as well as digital modes. As such, it is
difficult to understand why so many
operators kept requesting and awaiting
for something we never offered in the first
place. Finally, we made well known what
equipment we would be able to use, given
the limitations set forth by the DOC. We
watched carefully band opening
conditions and had periodic discussions to
ensure that our operators gave all regions
of the world a fair chance of logging ZL9A.
By bringing Antipodes Is. on the air, team
ZL9A succeeded not only to activate this
remote and off limits IOTA group (OC-286)
for the first time, but also contribute to

the renaming of the ZL9 DXCC entity as
New Zealand Sub-Antarctic Islands. The
support offered to the DOC has enabled
them to better prepare for the mouse
eradication campaign scheduled for
May/June 2016, and continue their
albatross monitoring and research work.
We hope that the amateur radio
community will be able to build upon the
success of this project and continue to
develop its relationship with the DOC.
We wish to extend our thanks to the
Board of Directors of DOC for their
exceptional support. We remain indebted
to Kath Walker for her enthusiasm and
tireless effort to establish this partnership.
Graeme Elliot is thanked for his technical,
on-site support. Steve Kafta and his Evohe
crew provided us with a professional but
also very friendly service.
We want to express our gratitude to all
our group donors, which include GDXF,
IREF, TCDXA, ORCA, CDXC – The UK DX
Foundation, DX News, SWODXA, Indexa,
Icom Canada, SDXF, Clipperton DX Club,
WVDXA, South German DX Group, Danish
DX Group, Carolina DXA, Eastern Iowa
DXA, Lone Star DXA, SEDXC, EUDXF,
Northern Indiana DXA, OHDXF, Oklahoma
DXA, Tokyo 610 DX Group, Villamette
Valley DX Club, Southeast Michigan DXA,
Most Wanted DX, Venus IT (China),
Portuguese DX Group, and 599 DXA. We
remain indebted to W3AWU, JM1PXG,
I1SNW, and ZS1FJ for their extraordinary
financial support, to top donors – 5B4AHJ,
AB6QM, AD5A, DJ8NK, G3NUG, I2YDX,
JA5IU, JF4VZT, JJ8DEN, K0VXU, N4II,
N6AWD, N8JV, OE3EVA, OE3SGA,
OE3WWB, PA3EXX, PT7WA, SM3DMP,
SM3NXS, SM5AQD, SM6CVX, VE7QCR,
W1NG, W4ATL, W5BOS, W5PF, W6SZN,
WB2YQH, and WC6DX for their
exceptional generosity, and to many other
stations who helped us offset the huge
costs associated with this project.
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In The DX Window
Nigel Cawthorne, G3TXF
One of the by-products of
scanning a lifetime’s
collection of DXpedition
QSLs (about 220,000 so
far) is that, for the first
time, there is an accurate
count of the number of
QSL cards received for each DXpedition.
Although, thanks to importing older paper
DXpedition logs into electronic format,
there has long been an accurate measure
of the total number of QSOs made on
each DXpedition, it is only recently,
following the major operation scanning
the G3TXF QSL Collection that we now
know the precise number of QSL cards
received following each operation.
This new data provides the opportunity to
do some interesting analysis over several
decades. We are now able to track the
speed of transition from paper QSLs to
LoTW over several years. The Table shows
the number of QSOs made in various
DXpeditions over the thirty-five years
between 1980 and 2015. As well as the
total number of QSOs the table also shows
two other interesting measures. Firstly
there is the number of QSL cards received
as a percentage of the number of QSOs
made. Then in parallel with this there is
the percentage of the total QSOs that
have been confirmed on LoTW. These two
key measures are shown for nineteen
different DXpeditions between 1980 and
2015, ranging from a one-man trip to
Mauritania in 1980 (5T5NC) to the most
recent 6Gs venture to Niue (E6GG) in
2015. This series of DXpeditions range in
size from the relatively small 5T5NC
operation way back in 1980 to the 77,000
QSO operation by the 6Gs as TX6G in
2014.
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Year

DXpedition

QSOs

1980
1989
1991
1992
1994
1998
2000
2000
2001
2003
2004
2005
2008
2010
2011
2012
2014
2014
2015

5T5NC
C56/G3TXF
H44XF
V85XF
XX9TXF
FJ/G3TXF
FH/G3TXF
FW/G3TXF
ZL7/G3TXF
TJ3G
P29XF
C21XF
YK9G
TX4T
VP6T
ZD7XF
TX6G
ZD9XF
E6GG

1,705
6,528
9,756
11,875
5,056
17,663
15,743
12,828
13,284
25,535
7,173
6,488
29,467
34,912
56,400
28,284
76,954
25,746
50,378

% QSLs
Received
76.5%
72.7%
65.6%
64.7%
42.4%
47.1%
50.1%
49.6%
45.1%
34.1%
47.4%
46.1%
29.1%
14.9%
11.0%
20.7%
5.0%
6.2%
1.3%

% LoTW
Confirmed
4.5%
9.1%
13.2%
15.8%
20.7%
36.2%
34.0%
28.4%
31.4%
42.1%
39.6%
40.8%
41.3%
58.3%
62.3%
57.4%
58.7%
62.1%
57.3%

The two measures used here (i.e. the
number of QSL cards received as a
percentage of the total number of QSOs
and the percentage of QSOs which have
been confirmed on LoTW) are clearly not
directly comparable. But tracking these
two measures over time does provide
some interesting results. In the longer
term both these figures will continue to
move slightly. The number of QSLs
received for the most recent DXpedition
will continue to increase slightly over
time. Similarly the LoTW figures may
increase slightly for the older DXpeditions
as more and more old logs are gradually
fed into LoTW.
However there are two striking features
from the data. The first concerns LoTW
and is clearly visible on the Graph. For the
six most recent DXpeditions measured
(TX4T, VP6T, ZD7XF, TX6G, ZD9XF and
E6GG) over the past six years there is a
clear upper limit to the percentage of

QSOs that are confirmed on LoTW. The
highest figure is the 62.3% with VP6T.
However the six most recent DXpeditions
are all around the 60% level. This suggests
that some 40% of active DXpedition

chasers are still not using LoTW. What is
surprising about this figure is not its size,
but that, over these past six DXpeditions
this “LoTW maximum” seems so relatively
constant, hovering as it does around 60%.

However the main feature of the graph is
even clearer. It is the decline in the
number of QSL cards received following
each DXpedition. Up until the early 1990’s
the number of QSL cards received
corresponded to well over 60% of the
number of QSOs made. During the 2000’s
this figure dropped to nearer 50%. But
during the past six years the number of
QSL cards received as a percentage of the
number of QSOs made has dropped
dramatically. The most recent data is for
the 2015 E6GG DXpedition which shows
that QSL cards have been received for just
1.3% of the QSOs made.

nevertheless reflect the massive positive
impact of Club Log’s OQRS. We have
asked, and will continue to ask, that those
wanting a QSL make their request using
Club Log’s excellent OQRS facility and that
they do not send any cards either through
the Bureau or through the post.

This rapid decline in the number of QSL
cards received has been significantly
helped by an active campaign of “please
use OQRS, and please do not send us your
card, we really don’t need it!” Although
the 1.3% figure for E6GG may creep up
slightly over the coming months, it does

As this is being written the suitcases for
the forthcoming 6Gs DXpedition to
Chatham Island ZL7G (27 Oct -10 Nov) are
being packed. We will again be actively
requesting that all QSL requests (be they
for Bureau cards or Direct cards) be made
only using Club Log’s OQRS and that no
cards at all be sent to us. If this happens,
the next “percentage of QSLs received”
point on the Graph (i.e. for the 2016 ZL7G
DXpedition) may be even lower than the
1.3% for E6GG in 2015. CU in the pile-ups
from ZL7G and then, later on, on Club
Log’s OQRS!
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Electric Winches – Members’ experiences
Compiled by Chris Duckling, G3SVL
A while back there was a discussion on the
CDXC Reflector about electric winches for
towers. I suggested that if there were
sufficient interest I could compile a list of
who uses what and their good or bad
experiences.
Members sent in some useful comments
and I’d like to thank them on behalf of
members for giving us their experiences.
From Mike Tubby, G8TIC (via UK-VHFContesting Reflector)
I fitted electric winches to my
Versatowers - at home, mobile and
contest group for raising/lowering - I use
manual winching for luffing only.
I use the Superwinch Terra 45 which is
intended for large ATVs. It’s rated at
4500lbs which is 1.75 times more than the
K2550:

x

up the side of the tower to the first
sheave(pulley)runs from 12V
comes with hand controller and
reversing solenoid

Bad points: none really - just works. My
one at home has been in service for four
years.
I power my winch with a type 629 lorry
battery (£70+VAT new from my supplier)
and goes on for ages - much better than a
flimsy car battery!
From David, G3YYD
I have a Versatower BP60HD. I replaced
the telescoping winch with a Superwinch
S2500 (current version is the S3000) about
eight years ago. No problem - just works
and goes at the right speed - not too fast,
not too slow so giving time to see a
problem and stop it.
It is run from a 12v 12AH battery which is
charged off a shack PSU. I’ve never run
out of juice. When I rebuild the mast at
my new QTH, I will replace the manual
luffing one with a S3000.

They cost about £230 (new) on EBay, and
come with a hand controller and solenoid
and with 5.6mm steel wire installed. The
drum will handle the 6mm (6x19 FC) steel
wire cables that I use.
Good points about this winch:
x
x

x
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cost effective (much cheaper than
Goodwinch)
fits on to the parallel bars on the
longer face of the Versatower (just
template it and drill for 4 x M8
bolts)
cable runs through rollers directly

Also Verulam Club (VARC) has one on a
trailer mounted six-section Versatower
which is Goodwinch again on the
telescoping. It is a much bigger motor and
really too big as it needs a huge 12v
battery (needs 2 people to move) and
goes too fast. We had to add extra steel to
the first pulley bracket at the top of the
first section as it got bent out of alignment
due to the extra force generated over the
manual winch. Have to say though once
done it’s much better than two guys
turning the handle with a relay of guys to
take over before the job was completed.
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From Steve, GW4BLE
Tower type: Strumech HD P60
Luffing or raising: Both – one on each.
Make and type of winch: Goodwinch TDS
12.0

things and have now settled with a couple
of hessian-type storage bags, ex-building
yard or metalwork fabricators type thing.
It’s all kept in place with a couple of
bungee cords. Again, like the DC supply,
it’s practical but could do with a better
solution.
From Bob Barden, MD0CCE
I use the following:

Approx current price: £525 each + carriage
+ VAT (see RadCom adverts)
I got mine two years ago as I knew I would
have some ‘physical limitations’ following
planned surgery. What I didn’t realise –
and was none too clear in the blurb – is
that the luffing/raising units aren’t
interchangeable. In other words it’s not
really practical to use one for lowering
and then swap over to luffing. Also, if
funds are limited, the lower rated TDS 8.5
may be adequate (depends on what’s on
the tower I guess). I went for two off
12.0.
The winches are *very* heavy (OK, I'm a
wimp), but seriously it's a two-man job to
install.
These are 12V units of course so a suitable
heavy duty battery (and enclosure) is
required. I’ve got a 12V battery plus
trickle charger in a ‘plastic’ (?) box near
the house. From there it’s a fly-lead
across to the tower as and when
required. I really would like a better
solution for that – maybe a power feed
direct to base of tower. It’s on the ‘to-dosometime’ list (!)
Oh, and although water-proof, I know
most users tend to cover the winches with
something. Clive GM3POI told me he uses
an old coat (!). Here I’ve tried various

Maker: Kingone Winch
Model: TD 8.5
Supplier: Goodwinch, owned by a ham
who was very helpful on several
occasions.
Tower: Versatower 80ft HD
Use: Raising and Lowering
Purchased: Nov 2009
Problems: None with winch but power
cable to battery had to be changed
once. There is surface rust where the
lifting cable passes the feeder bar.
Approx. price paid in 2009: £450 with
replacement stainless steel lifting cable,
plus carriage.
I had to make an adjustment to my tower
winch after six years of operation, see the
related correspondence below.
Hi David
Sorry I missed you on the phone a short
while ago. I just wanted to say thank you
for referring me to the section on your
website for adjusting the brake. I did the
adjustment (one 180 degree turn was all it
needed) and it now behaves properly
again. The bell housing was full of white
dusty powder, which I cleaned
out. Checking the website, reading the
note, gathering the tools, doing the job,
testing it, putting it all back together and
putting the tools away = about an
hour....time well spent.
Thank you again and kind regards,
Bob

MD0CCE
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Dear Bob
Sorry I missed you too. Glad to hear that
the minor adjustment sorted out the
problem and all is working fine now. It’s a
bit like the old fashioned car drum brakes
that usually need a bit of adjustment form
year to year!
David M1AEI
From Don Beattie, G3BJ
Tower: 80 ft Strumech P80HD
Luffing winch: Ramsey REP8000 (8,000 lb
pull) 12vdc

http://www.ramsey.com/a/products/plan
etary-electric-winches/rep8000-12
Time installed > 10 years
Performance issues – none
Installation: I needed to have an interface
plate fabricated, which took the winch
mounting holes and also the holes on the
tower mounting plate. It is made of
quarter-inch plate steel, which I then had
galvanised. This makes the mounting a
two-person job, as the interface plate plus
winch is quite heavy.
Price at the time: £ 900
Raising winch: Supawinch EP 9.0 (9000lb
pull) 12 vdc 4.6 HP motor
Time installed > 6 years
Performance issues – none
Same issue with installation
Price at the time: £ 490
I went to Supawinch for the second winch
as by then the Ramsey winches were
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getting very expensive. I found a specialist
winch supplier (no longer trading, sadly)
who offered excellent advice on the
various issues to consider when specifying
the winch. I ended up with Supawinch,
and it’s been just fine.
Anecdotal comments: I think that going
for an over-rated winch is good strategy.
My previous winch for raising was a
Ramsey 5000, which made hard work of it,
and drained the battery very quickly. The
9000 raising winch seems to make light
work of raising the tower, and the battery
consumption is a lot less – I can get three
cycles of lowering, luffing, luffing and
raising from one charge. Battery is a deep
cycle gel cel – expensive but very good
and zero maintenance. It’s also a lot
lighter than the lead-acid of similar rating,
and I can carry it 100m up the garden
without effort.
Remember it is ESSENTIAL when ordering
to ask for the clutch to be blocked, to
prevent free-wheeling of the winch. Most
suppliers do this for free. Also worth
remembering that the rated pull is when
the winch bobbin is empty. As it fills the
rated pull drops – by about 50%.
From Roger G3TQZ
I have a Radio Structures 18 metre tower
(BM18) with a mains powered winch for
raising the tower, all purchased new in
2010. The winch gets a lot of work
because my planning permission states
that the tower should be lowered when
not in use, so it rarely stays up for more
than a day. It was also my personal
agreement with my neighbours, who did
not oppose my planning application.
The winch is Chinese, model no. CWL-200
made by Come-Up Winch and has worked
without any problems. I was dubious
about the waterproofing of the housing so
have always kept it wrapped with a plastic

sheet. The cost was £936 (including
adaption by Radio Structures and VAT).
It was not the usual mains winch installed
by Radio Structures but they could not get
their usual US made winch so after
waiting some weeks I agreed to the
Chinese winch.

It was delivered with a remote hand held
controller on the end of some metres of
cable. I stripped down the hand held
controller and remounted the controls in
a waterproof box mounted on the tower.
I have the usual Fulton hand winch for
luffing.
From Martin, M0BCT
I bought my 16M20 HD Versatower
second hand around 16/17 years ago. The
previous owner had bought it new on
13th Jan 1992 - I have the original
paperwork. It was supplied with a manual
luffing winch, and the raising winch was,
and still is, a "Rule V33R". It works from
12v and has a remote "wired" kit,
comprising of a box containing the
solenoids with a trailing lead to a hand
held controller with the up/down switch.
I've always had it fixed at the tower base.
It, like most winches, does need a well
charged battery to operate well. On the
end of the drum is a knob that can be
pulled out to put it in free wheel. This is
not a problem and so I have not looked
into removing it.

It was made by Rule Industries, Cape Ann
Industrial Park, Gloucester, MA 01930
USA.
Unfortunately, they are no longer in
production, but parts are available from
"Rule Winch Parts" in the States.
Touch wood, there has been no problems
with this winch, no hitting with a stick and
no regular maintenance needed. Well it
hasn't had any anyway. It's kind of a
sealed unit with the wire drum on the
end. Not a big thing like the Goodwinch
ones in Radcom.
I realise this info will be of little use to
anyone looking to buy new, but may be if
they come across a second hand one. It
has served me well for all these years.
From John, G3LAS
I invested in an electric winch when I
moved here about 18 months ago. It is a
Goodwinch TDS-12 on my 60ft Strumech
HD tower.
I've had no problems whatsoever. It was
easy to fit and worked straight out of the
box. The adaptations for amateur radio
use have been done very well (by David,
M1AEI of Goodwinch) and it has
revolutionised my attitude to raising and
lowering the tower. This may have
something to do with my advanced years!
The price is £666, incl. VAT and carriage,
and David says it can't change because
666 are the last three digits of their phone
number and he can therefore remember
the price. It isn't cheap but it is a quality
product. They include battery leads with
connectors of whatever length you
require.
When I can afford it I would really like one
for luffing as well because doing it
manually now seems quite a chore.
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My FT-1000 26 years on
Derek Cox, G3KHZ

I love my FT-1000 which I bought 26 years
ago together with its matching speaker
and voice recorder. The front panel
controls are so straight forward and there
are no complications with menus. The
built-in ATU will match almost anything. It
uses motor driven tuning capacitors.
There have been a few problems over the
years. The output devices failed twice. On
one occasion it was my own fault. The
power and MOX push buttons are
adjacent. Bleary-eyed and half-awake
early one morning, I accidentally pushed
both buttons. After a while the fan began
running full speed. It was too late, the
transmitter was running full carrier for too
long and the protection circuit didn’t save
the PA. On another occasion the subreceiver local oscillator VCO lost lock. I
was thankful for help from G4FDP who
located the problem while I was swanning
off on a Dxpedition. A “via hole” in the
PCB had failed.
There has lately been an intermittent
problem. Occasionally there is no drive on
20m. By accident I found that by lifted the
front of the transceiver an inch and letting
it drop cured the problem! Recently,
when performing the drop routine the
power did not re-appear. Great, the fault
was now solid and there was a chance to
diagnose the problem and fix it.
So, the 7 rear connectors were unplugged
and all 25kg of transceiver was humped
onto the bench. 12 screws were removed
and the top and bottom covers were
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taken off. The mains and a dummy load
were connected. Still no drive on 20m.
Then shock horror, there was no output
on any band! A check with the scope
revealed drive was getting to the PA
module. Ouch, this probably meant the
output devices or a driver was faulty.
To work on the PA you have to remove
the module. That isn’t so easy. There are
eight multi-way connectors, two coax
connectors and terminals to unbolt for the
unregulated 30V supply (the PA module
also houses the voltage regulator board).
Finally four inaccessible screws that
secure the module to the chassis have to
be removed. Thus unhitching was
completed.
Now, with access to the RF power board I
could start checking. The immediate
suspects were the MRF422 bipolar output
devices. Each base-emitter junction has a
100 ohm resistor across it which cannot
easily be removed. The only way to check
both base-emitter and base-collector
junctions is to lift the base of each output
device. Sure enough one base had gone
open circuit. This PA needs a matched pair
of high gain MRF422s. Where could I get
replacements? Most modern rigs now
generally use power FETs. I couldn’t find
the replacements I needed anywhere
online. Was this the end of a long and
happy friendship? I hooked up my
DXpedition K3 instead. The FT-1000 was
left in pieces for a couple of days then I
thought…I had replaced the output
devices on a couple of previous occasions
and the surviving device of each pair was
saved in a goodie box. Let’s see if one of
these might be good enough as a
replacement. I opened the goodie box
and to my amazement there sat a brand
new pair of high gain MRF422 devices.

My memory is not what it used to be! I
obviously had bought two pairs the last
time I had this problem.
So, the new transistors were fitted. It
would make sense to check the driver
stages before re-fitting the module. The
driver line-up uses a 2SC2166 and a pair of
MRF486s. They all have the same pin
connections. Once again, it was necessary
to lift the base lead. The pair of driver
transistor junctions were intact. However
the 2SC2166 gave strange readings. The
online datasheet revealed the problem.
The pin EBC connections were not the
same as the MRF486. The handbook was
wrong!
When taking anything to pieces these
days I always photograph it before
dismantling. I used the photos to guide
me in reconnecting the multiway plugs.
Unfortunately my photos had missed a
couple of connectors and I ended up with
no cable to fit the last socket. This
“spare” socket carries 9V; it must be for
the fan. The module was refitted into the
transceiver and testing commenced.
Good, RF output was restored but it
wasn’t full power. More testing and I
realised the heatsink was getting hot.
Ouch! I had plugged the fan into the
wrong socket. The hidden socket was

found and the error was corrected. So
what was this 9V socket for? I took the PA
module out again! Searched in vain for the
elusive cable. The handbook showed it
supplying 9V to the AF board. A check on
the AF board showed that 9V was already
there. On further tracing of the wiring I
found that the 9V supply came from
another board. The handbook was wrong.
The socket was not used! The PA was reinstalled a second time and bingo the full
200W output was again available on all
bands.
So, after fitting the top and bottom covers
the transceiver was re-installed in its
rightful place on the operating desk. All
was well until I tried the sub-receiver.
There were no signals. I staggered back
with the rig to the bench, removed 8
screws and took off the top cover. The
problem was simply that the sub-receiver
antenna plug had come loose!
The weighty rig was re-installed a second
time and I went for a lie down.
A final check confirmed everything
worked, though my intermittent 20m
drive still occasionally bugs me.
And I still love my FT-1000!

IOTA NEWS
Roger Balister -, G3KMA, IOTA Programme Administrator
It is difficult to know where
to start. The big event of the
month occurred on Sunday
morning at the RSGB
Convention when a
Memorandum of
Understanding was signed between the
RSGB and Islands On The Air (IOTA) Ltd,

the signatories being Nick Henwood
G3RWF - RSGB President and Roger
Balister G3KMA - Programme
Administrator representing the company.
This set the terms of the partnership
between the two bodies and what each
could expect of the other going forward. It
was great to have senior RSGB Board
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members present as well as the four
directors of Islands On The Air (IOTA) Ltd.
The MoU had been some time coming but
it was great to have it signed and now in
force.
Much of the time at the convention was
spent by the IOTA directors in conclave. It
was the first opportunity for Cezar
VE3LYC, Stan G4XXI, Johan PA3EXX and
Roger G3KMA to meet since the new
company was launched. For several of us
it was a learning curve both in company
law, mysteries of IT and the intricacies of
the IOTA Programme. Over the weekend
we were joined by Bob MD0CCE - IT
Project Chair, Michael G7VJR - Club Log
supremo, and Jim JA9IFF - our Japanese
checkpoint visiting the RSGB convention
again after many years.

The Signing of the RSGB/IOTA Memorandum
of Understanding. Front: (signing) Nick
G3RWF, Roger G3KMA. Back: Graham G4FSG,
Johan PA3EXX, Steve G0FUW, Stan G4XXI,
Cezar VE3LYC, Steve M1ACB (Thanks Elaine
G4LFM).”

What was noticeable was the degree of
understanding that all had in what we
were in the process of achieving. I say “in
the process” because since early July we
have been running paperless QSLing on
the existing IT system. For it to work, we
have been assembling a list of first and
last dates of IOTA operations that have
logs on Club Log, to enable QSO matching
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to take place with applicants’ logs. It was a
huge task and we had to start
somewhere. The newly constituted
Validation Team chose 1 January 2016. If
you have activated a quite rare IOTA since
that date you will probably have received
post-event a request for data, including an
indication of the first and last dates/times
of operation, exact callsign used and
island name. That’s not all. The team is in
addition busy adding an increasing
number of earlier activations on Club Log
to the list. This is all in advance of the
launch of a completely new IT system in
early summer 2017.
The effect on the applications coming
through the system has been electrifying.
As many as 61% of applicants are
currently including some electronic
confirmations in their applications and
many new applicants are submitting
applications entirely of Club Log matches.
Overall some 36% of all credits claimed
since early July are QSO matches and the
team say that over 30,000 QSO matches
are pending submission. What this
represents in financial savings to
applicants is amazing. An electronic credit
for IOTA achieved through a Club Log
match costs 9 pence. Securing a QSL card
direct to submit for credit could cost 30
times or more that amount. It is still a
matter of choice and long may it be so.
This has not come without a cost as the IT
is being bought in professionally. We are
grateful to the RSGB’s Legacy Committee
for providing a grant. But the rest of the
funding will come as a result of our appeal
to the IOTA community via Friends of
IOTA. The appeal has just touched the
£20,000 mark on its way to our initial
target of £25,000. We are hugely grateful
to those who have contributed but we still
need one further push to get us over the
line. Already we are looking at our next
financial challenge, a bulk order for 1000

Island trophies (no, not 1000 trophies but
trophies commemorating achieving 1000
Islands!). We cannot source them in small
quantities. Although customer draw-down
will reduce the cost, we will need to lay
out a significant amount of money in
advance of delivery. Whether for the IT or
for the trophies, please consider if you can
help us. We would not ask unless we had
a need.
Another request, this one at no cost to
yourself! Are you an island station (most
of you are)? Do you want to provide
electronic confirmations to your contacts

that need your IOTA? If so, consider
putting your log on Club Log and regularly
updating it. It is not surprising that the
same calls keep coming up for confirmed
contacts with the rarer IOTA groups but it
is very surprising how the same callsigns
from routine IOTA groups regularly appear
in the list of electronic matched QSOs. If
you want to be among those who provide
confirmations in a fairly effortless way,
upload your log to Club Log! This way you
will know that you are saving your fellow
enthusiasts some significant postage
costs. Spread the word.

Club Log Corner
Michael Wells, G7VJR
[Michael presents Club Log Corner this month. His illustrations are included in the text but a
full size version can be found in the Colour pages]
Over the summer, I was fortunate to be
invited to speak at the Tokyo Ham Fair,
and before setting off I prepared a range
of materials for discussion. As well as
making a fairly general set of slides about
Club Log, I was invited to speak at the Top
Band Meeting. Knowing the very high
calibre of operating on the low bands in
Japan, I decided to tackle the subject
matter head on and see if I could show
trends or predictions about 160/80M
propagation from Japan to Zone 14 –
using Club Log as an empirical source of
data, as I tend to do.
There is so much information hiding in the
QSO data uploaded to Club Log that this
proved to be quite fruitful, and I repeated
some of this talk at the recent RSGB
Convention. If you missed the talk, this
month’s Club Log corner is a very brief
overview of the key graphs that I showed,

and a short discussion about how I’ve
interpreted the findings.
Here are the questions I started with. I
take specific care not to rely on lore or
just guess the answers, although they are
not questions you’d struggle with if you’ve
been on the bands a little bit.
Question 1: Does solar flux affect
propagation on the low bands?
There is a view that when solar activity is
low, the low frequency bands are more
effective for DX. I made a study of the
number of QSOs as related to solar flux,
and found that the time of day of QSOs
between EU and JA is not especially
affected (as you might expect, since the
path is illuminated in the same way
regardless of what conditions we see on
the face of the Sun). However, in the
graph below you can see quite a
significant peak in Top Band QSOs when
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SFI is on the low side. The peak is at SFI of
74.

made. You can see very substantial peaks
around the contests. It might even seem
that during those contests, conditions are
abnormally good! It just goes to show how
much difference it makes when both sides
of a QSO are ready to go.
A follow up to this study would be to look
into how Reverse Beacon (Skimmer) spots
reveal a pattern of CQ’s on the low bands.
So, let’s turn to another question.

A huge amount of data created this trend
line, but a good statistician won’t accept it
at face value. Here’s why – there’s a
pattern of behaviour in DXers which could
explain this apparent bias. Consider, for
example, if SFI were at 140. Would you be
on 160m or would you, like most, be
trying to get the most out of 10M, 6M and
so on? If you’re busy on those fleeting
opportunities to use the very edges of our
HF spectrum, you might reasonably
neglect to get onto 160M given that you
know it will work just fine when the high
bands are all shut. So, as a result, I’d argue
we see a bias towards the low bands
when solar flux is low not because the
bands are best (although some
enhancement is certainly possible!) but
because that is when most DXers make
time for operating those bands.

Question 2: Are conditions on 160M
related to conditions on 80M?
The notion of grey line propagation is
rather a muddle. There are some
propagation modes that do give us great
enhancements, but defy modelling by
basic visualisations like hops. So, without
getting into the specifics of how it all
really “works”, perhaps we can see
empirical trends that allow us to quickly
connect together 80M and 160M and
either confirm they’re similar, or reveal
something else?
Here’s a graph which shows all the QSOs
on 160M and 80M originating in Japan, to
zone 14. The winter solstice is a clear
peak:

Here’s another graph which I think shows
the importance of how we budget our
time on the air.

It shows each day of the year (so January
is 1, and 31 December is 365) and the
number of 80M and 160M QSOs being
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To make the graph data take shape, I
added together all of the QSOs between 1
December and 15 December for each year
since 1950, so that the combined curve is
a little easier to visualise. I picked this
date range because this seems to be an
excellent time of year for these QSOs.

bands are behaving like spotlights, as they
are prone to do).

You can see there is a prominent peak in
the data at JA Sunrise on the right. There
is also quite a noticeable separation of
80M and 160M of about 30 minutes at
that time. One can also easily make out
that 80M has a stronger peak of activity
than 160M does around 0830Z (just after
JA sunset, before the band abruptly closes
in daylight). Notice also, in the centre of
the graph, there is a secondary peak
which corresponds to QSOs with North
America. By 1600Z all of NA is in daylight
so both bands are then closed to the east
of Japan.
Based on this graph, it seems like it might
be a good idea to work Japan on 160M at,
or not long before their sunrise (and then
QSY to 80m for a good second bite at the
apple!). That corresponds to about 21Z to
22Z. It also reveals that in December it’s
unlikely you’ll work JA from zone 14
around European sunrise.
That leads me to the last question.
Question 3: When is the best time to work
Japan on 160M from Zone 14?
The graph I presented gives a good overall
shape to work from, and for those dates it
looks like about 21:30Z is a great choice,
but don’t forget that it contains data that
is merged together from many different
years to create the trend line, so there are
never any guarantees (e.g. when the low

What I decided to do
was put the data I
have in Club Log into
a radar (circular)
plot, as follows. This
gives you a 24-hour
clock face with
obvious peaks to show you the
probabilities in an accessible way. The
different variables that give the clock
hands their “shape” are the two locations
(JA and EU here) and the chosen dates, in
this case 1-15 December.
I hope you found this short journey into
the data interesting. When I first got the
graphs from Excel it was good to see some
well-known low band lore emerging
(especially the late peaking of 80M). If
anyone knows of a better than 50/50 odds
predictor for conditions on 160M for a
few days from now, I’d love to hear it,
needless to say!
If you are out digging in radials for your
top band vertical this autumn, I hope that
you’ll get great results and reap the
rewards soon. The conditions or operating
preferences of other DXers are leaning in
your favour, and plenty of others are
getting ready to answer your calls. As
always, if you’re curious about this
information please do get in touch. Just
like Alan, 5B4AHJ, I very much enjoy
correspondence about Club Log data and
trends. Maybe you have some ideas of
your own about how it could be used?
Good DX!
vy 73
Michael G7VJR
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The Contest World
Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
HFCC at the RSGB
Convention
Following the
Presidential Review of
Contesting, the
restructured HF
Contests Committee carried out a number
of participant surveys covering topics such
as the future of NFD and IOTA. The end
result of this work was publication of the
Contests Calendar for 2017 which shows
many revisions to individual rules and
incorporation of relevant clauses of the
General Rules.
The various aspects of these changes have
been discussed in detail on the UK HF
Contesting Reflector. The full calendar is
published on the RSGB HFCC website at:
http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/rules/2017/calen
dar.shtml .
Many of the changes to rules are aimed at
improving the automated adjudication of
events with revision of timescales for entry
submission and the introduction of a
standardised system of penalties for log
errors.

‘excessive’ penalties may discourage
newcomers to contesting and are unduly
punitive where a penalty is incurred due to
an error that is not the fault of the entrant
– for example the “Out By One” problem.
On the other hand, many accept that
similar penalties are invoked by almost
every other organisation and are an
essential part of promoting improved
operator skills.
Together with many of his Committee, Nick
then chaired the Contest Forum at the
RSGB Convention with the intention of
encouraging discussion of many of the
contentious issues. The slides supporting
the Forum can be found at:
https://uk.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/
uk-hfcontesting/files/Convention%202016%20H
F%20Contest%20Forum.pdf .
Unfortunately, time constraints meant that
the Forum did not really progress beyond
coverage of NFD issues. A large majority of
survey respondents had supported rule
changes for 2017 that would bring UK rules
closer to those used in the European Field
Day:

The logic surrounding adjudication is
explained at length and in great detail at:

x

http://www.rsgbcc.org/hf/information/Adj
udication-Principles.shtml .

x

Perhaps somewhat predictably,
considerable criticism was voiced on the
Reflector from those for whom the changes
were at variance with their personal
preferences. HFCC Chairman, Nick – G4FAL,
responded in detail to the discussion
explaining the rationale and demonstrating
that the changes were very much in line
with the results of the various surveys.

x

The issue of penalty points raised a
considerable amount of steam. On one
side, there is an expressed concern that
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70% wanted the same equipment
specification across both areas
77% wanted the same entry
categories across both areas
70% wanted the same Low Power
categories

There is a proposal for the introduction of a
new series of 80m contests running from
August to November 2017 which would be
based on:
x
x
x

Two evening events each month for
one hour
Club based
Held on 80m with SSB and/or CW
and/or Data

x
x

Fast submission and adjudication
Appealing to new contesters

The HFCC is asking for views on this
proposal.
ARRL DX Contest 2016
Results of the 2016 Contests have recently
been published.
The CW weekend of 20/21 February was
impacted by a hangover from a solar event
.
UK Stations appearing in the Top-Ten world
DX listings CW
Call
Position
Category

that occurred on the previous Thursday and
meant particularly hard-going on 80 and
160m. In addition, with falling flux figures,
the availability of HF band multipliers –
especially on 10m, was somewhat
restricted.
In spite of all this, Don – G3BJ, using his
contest call G5W, was able to put himself
#1 in Europe and #2 in the World in the SO
HP Unrestricted (assisted) section
UK Stations appearing in the Top-Ten world
DX listings SSB
Call
Position
Category

EU/WORLD

G5W/G3BJ
MM3T/GM0ELP
GM5A/GM0RLZ
M5O/G3LET
EI0DX/G4XUM
GM9N/Stirling Club

1/2
3/3
6/6
4/9
2/10
3/8

EU/WORLD

SO Unl HP
SO 15m
SO 20m
SO 160m
SO LP
MM

MI0SMK
G9W/M0DXR
GM3PPG/G4BYB
EI0DX/G4XUM
M5BFL
M6T

1/3
3/6
1/2
3/9
4/5
3/7

SO 15m
SO 15m
SO 80m
SO LP
M/S LP
M/2

Commonwealth Contest (a.k.a. BERU)
After that, it was “BERU” – so the immortal
call “CQ BERU” looks set to continue!

Trevor Evans – VK2NS, winner of the
first BERU in 1930

At the RSGB Convention, Iain – M0PCB and
Bob – G3PJT made a presentation on plans
for the 80th event that will take place in
2017. Slides of the full presentation can be
found here:
https://berucontest.wordpress.com/test/
Many of the enthusiasts in the audience
will, no doubt, have been pleased to see
that the term “Commonwealth Contest”
only appeared once, on the opening slide.

For many years, as a member of HFCC, I had
the pleasure of adjudicating BERU. This was
before the days of computer entries so all
of them came by post with the resulting
enhancement of various stamp collections.
In a good year, there might be 100+ entries,
so it is encouraging to see that the numbers
have steadily increased and topped 255 this
year.
The additional entry sections that have
been introduced – assisted/unassisted,
Restricted (100w maximum), QRP, Multi-op
plus HQ stations and Team participation –
have clearly maintained interest in this
rather unique line in the annual contest
calendar.
Up to date news on plans for 2017 can be
found at:
https://berucontest.wordpress.com/catego
ry/news
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Operating times for single operators
Are we all getting soft? It used to be that, to
aim at a top place in a single-operator
contest section, you would need to aim at
operating close to the full 48 hours. So it
was interesting to see, on the CQ Contest
blog, an analysis of the hours clocked by
entrants. It appears that in the SSB and CW
weekends those operating for more than 40
hours are less than 3% and 6% respectively.
SSB

Are those extra hours the key to hitting the
top spot?
Figures compiled by Roger – G3SXW, show
that during the ten years from 2005 to
2015, entries for the CQWW SSB increased
by 77% from 4,430 to 7,861 and for CW by
83% from 4,100 to 7,535. Although some of
this increase might be attributed to the
spread of Cabrillo and the ease of entry
submission, it would seem that contesting
is alive and well.
CW

Operating
hours

# SOAB
entrants

% SOAB cum %

Operating
hours

# SOAB
entrants

% SOAB cum %

10

1923

40.5%

40.52%

10

1424

30.9%

30.9%

15

893

18.8%

59.33%

15

810

17.6%

48.5%

20

683

14.4%

73.73%

20

651

14.1%

62.7%

25

512

10.8%

84.51%

25

579

12.6%

75.3%

30

292

6.2%

90.67%

30

434

9.4%

84.7%

35

197

4.2%

94.82%

35

288

6.3%

91.0%

40

122

2.6%

97.39%

40

177

3.8%

94.8%

41

16

0.3%

97.72%

41

32

0.7%

95.5%

42

25

0.5%

98.25%

42

36

0.8%

96.3%

43

14

0.3%

98.55%

43

27

0.6%

96.9%

44

24

0.5%

99.05%

44

42

0.9%

97.8%

45

15

0.3%

99.37%

45

33

0.7%

98.5%

46

9

0.2%

99.56%

46

25

0.5%

99.0%

47

4

0.1%

99.64%

47

12

0.3%

99.3%

48

17

0.4%

100.00%

48

32

0.7%

100.0%

Total

4746

Total

4602

Data compiled by KR2Q and based on 2015 CQ WW Contest results

Looking for a retirement QTH?
Top contester Jeff – VY2ZM was a speaker at the
RSGB Convention.

Jeff VY2ZM and Jacques F6BEE were toptable guests at the 2016 RSGB Convention.
(Photo – G3TXF)
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Perhaps a comment from Laurie – G3UML
summed up many listeners’’ reaction: “By the way
VY2ZM's super station on PEI -- gorgeous house,
lot of land, long stretch of ocean front, 170 foot
towers, stacked yagis, nesting bald eagles -- is on
the market for roughly the cost of a semi in a
scruffier London suburb. Left me thoughtful.”
Full information at: http://qrznow.com/top-qthfor-sale-vy2zm-monticello-pei/

QRP Focus
Dave Sergeant, G3YMC
RSGB Convention
It was good to meet
many of you at this
year’s RSGB
Convention. Despite a
lot of negative
comment on our reflector in the run up,
as it turned out the feedback afterwards
was largely positive. Kent’s Hill seem to
have listened after last year and both the
catering and accommodation were in my
view first class – and the free black
document bag we all got is now doing the
rounds and promoting our hobby in all
sorts of places! This is the first time since
HFC was at Crawley that I have stayed
overnight. We can moan about pricing but
realistically it was good value for money
as far as events in the UK are concerned –
yes you can get cheaper deals in little
tavernas around the world but a full
Sunday roast for a tenner is by no means
expensive.
On the QRP front, this year we had two
talks in the lecture Room 5 stream. My
own talk, entitled ‘QRP on a Shoestring’
was well received and was my attempt to
show how even with that lousy QTH and
low wire antennas you can still work a
reasonable amount of DX at QRP power
levels. After my session, Dom M1KTA
went on to discuss the various DX trips he
has made using QRP. His small station
with Buddypole antenna seems to have
done the stuff from various exotic spots.
Not the massive QSO count of the major
DXpeditions but still a sizeable number
and not to be sniffed at. His plans for a
linear for his trip to E51KTA next March
are still being finalised and we all are
looking forward to some QSOs during the
BERU contest. Both our talks were

videoed and should appear on the RSGB
website and YouTube in due course, along
with many of the other talks – three of the
five lecture rooms had cameras in them.
The GQRP Convention at Rishworth will
have taken place by the time you read
this, the last one organised by the existing
Committee. It remains to be seen if it
continues in one form or another. But our
efforts at the RSGB Conference were an
attempt to get some sort of GQRP
presence at Kent’s Hill and I must again
thank Steve G0FUW and the rest of the
RSGB team for giving us the opportunity.
DX and all that
Conditions seem slowly to be improving.
At this part of the sunspot cycle there are
frequent geomagnetic storms from
coronal holes, even though the face of the
sun is largely spotless and has actually
been so on several occasions. Although
during the storm itself the bands are
rather dead, we do sometimes get
enhanced propagation for a few hours
before the main storm reaches earth. This
happened on October 13th when there
was excellent propagation on 10m to the
Caribbean and South America as well as
other places. It didn’t last, little could be
worked anywhere the following day.
It has still been hard going on QRP though.
At G3YMC I did manage QSOs with D66D
and S9YY on 17m, but the Pacific
DXpeditions to T31 etc. eluded me. I did
copy H40GC on 15m but far too weak to
work. Let us hope the lift conditions get a
little better as we approach winter.
Together with many of you, I spent time
while there was nothing about chasing the
Spanish Miguel de Cervantes stations with
their special AN400 calls. This clearly
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caught the interest of many around the
world as the pileups at times were
enormous. G3YMC managed the gold
award with the 14 stations in 61 CW slots,
but missed working all 14 on any one
band. No QRP endorsement on the
certificates of course, but being 35th G in
the CW ladder, I consider it a good result.
Contests
Shortly after you read this, it will be CQ
World Wide CW time again, one of my
favourites. It is anybody’s guess what the
sun will be doing then but let us hope it is
kind to us and there is lots of juicy DX to
work. This year I shall be doing this as a
sponsored event to raise money for my
church building fund and also to raise
interest in our hobby in the wider world,
suggesting a donation based on number
of QSOs worked. Should be fun! Then in
December we have the ARRL 10m event
when the behaviour of the sun is even
more important. I doubt we will have
propagation like we had a few years or so
ago and it may well be white noise the
whole of the 48 hours. There is also the
ARRL 160m contest, which I normally give
a miss as on QRP working significant W/VE
is out of the question without decent
antennas.
During the Contest Forum at the
Convention there was quite a discussion
about the new rules for NFD being
introduced in 2017. In particular the
changes to the QRP section, which now
becomes 24 hours instead of 12 and the
removal of restrictions on antennas. The
Low Power section, as it was originally
called and which had a 10w power limit
and single element antenna at 11m, was
first introduced in 1992 and proved very
popular with small clubs that did not have
resources to run a full 24 hour station. It
was also used as a ‘B’ station at some
clubs for training new operators. The
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Reading Club used it to great effect for
this purpose and the Reading Trophy is
awarded to the leading station in the
section. Here at Bracknell we entered for
several years a while back with a totally
battery powered station together with a
doublet and had great success. Several
other clubs have since used this
arrangement. Simple kit, quick to erect
antenna, and with most of the activity
being European portables, QRP was
remarkably successful. With 12 hours
operating the choice could be made
between a good night’s sleep or getting
away at dawn to leave Sunday for other
matters. One year there was an unofficial
‘AA battery’ challenge where the object
was to work as long as you could on a
single set of AA batteries. GW4ALG
managed 6-7 hours with powers less than
a watt!
Because of an ageing membership and
declining enthusiasm we have not entered
at Bracknell for some years. I did consider
doing an entry myself with the K2 set-up
but it didn’t happen for whatever reason.
Peter G3LET and several others in the
crowded Contest Forum raised concerns
at the change in rules from next year.
With the QRP section now being a full 24
hour event with unrestricted antennas,
there would be little incentive for smaller
clubs to enter, as to do well they would
need to put up beam antennas and similar
and have sufficient operators to man the
full 24 hours. I also voiced my concerns. It
remains to be seen as the Contest
Committee goes back to review this
change what the outcome will be. But I
hope they reverse the decision. It may
even be the incentive for me to get on the
air from a /P location next year and I
might even recruit some assistance from
my Club members.

The CDXC Digital Diary
Roger Cooke, G3LDI
Antenna problems
The best laid plans of
mice and men often go
awry. Robert Burns was
right! Well, I am having
my share of problems
with my antenna work, and I guess I am
not alone. I was unable to find out the
lengths of the hoist ropes on my
Westower EX3HD 120ft tower, so I shall
have to lower it and then take the ropes
off with the tower still in the vertical
position. I can see that it is not an easy
job, and one I shall have to tackle with
care so that I know where the new ropes
will go.
I had a good friend, Harry Barnes G3HXM,
now sadly an SK who once said that this
would be a wonderful hobby if we did not
have to mess around with towers, big
antennas and so on. He was right! It gets
harder as you get older and climbing my
tower is a time-consuming business.
Anyway, I digress…
JT65
I have been reporting on this mode for
some time with a couple of stalwarts who
seem to work a huge amount of DX. I am
still using JT65 within WSJT-X. I did
download WSJT-10 but could not
configure that to open the Com port or
use PTT so I went back to WSJT-X. This
proved to be much more user friendly so I
have stayed with that version.
My experience is still relatively in the
novice category. But at first use, I was
slightly confused. Waiting 45 seconds for
my CQ to finish transmitting was lengthy
enough. But then I had to wait for the
same amount of time in order to find out
whom – if anybody – was calling me! The

sequence of messages is the secret to
success and when the QSO is complete, a
log window appears. This enabled me to
log the QSO. I found the mode alien at
first, but I think all data modes present
the same experience. Remember your
first QSO on RTTY using a 7B? That was
quite a thrill, but not like the amateur
radio I had been used to. Comments like
“Get those jingle-bells off our bands”
were thrown liberally around in those
days. However, mastering the modes is
what it is about, a learning experience so I
stayed with this.
JT65 is the most popular of the suite, and
although it is definitely not a contest
mode, it is one that can be used to collect
slots, and that is what I use it for. It is also
totally averse to any exchanges other than
a report. There is a way in which you can
send a very short message, such as “73 de
Roger “. That’s about it however, so don’t
think you are going to enjoy a chat!
I then tried some MS. I am still waiting for
my first QSO on this mode, although
Gordon G3PXT, local in Norwich, has had
several on that mode. I have looked at the
other programs within WSJT-X and have
tried ISCAT and MSK144. I can see from
the Cluster that most people are using
JT6M. I could not get that to work. Again
it was a problem with the Com and PTT.
So if anybody can suggest a solution to
that I would be interested. Whilst ISCAT
makes the correct sound, it is not
compatible with JT6M, so another station
would have to be using ISCAT and
apparently not many do!
If you use a DX Cluster, and I think most
do these days, this tip came from Martin
G0HDB. To show what is on using JT65
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and JT9 you might find it interesting to use
the following commands on whichever
DXCluster node you connect to:ಯsh/dx by
g0hdb info jt65ರRUಯ'sh/dx by g0hdb info
jt9ರ
Gordon G3PXT spends a huge amount of
time on the air every day and here is a
sample of DX he has worked on JT and
RTTY modes:
20m JT - YC4KRZ, YC2MDU, VK5GR,
VE9DX, UN7DA, UN7BCF, NL7S, N6PF,
K6RF, KK7X, J69DS, HB0WR, FR1GV,
EA9BO, 3DA0AY, +10 JA. RTTY - YB9WIC,
YB7IRI/6, YB7IRI/1, YB1BML,
YB3LZ, XW4XR, WP4U, TO5FP, SU9VB,
PY7VI, PX2A, OJ0DX, OH0Z1, KP4RS,
HZ1PS, HL4RBR, HI8CSS, HK3W,
HB9/DL2SBY, FG1GV, FG5LA, FG1JS,
EP3SMH, CY9C, C31KX, A71AE, A61ZX,
E21YDP, 9M2CNC, 9M59MD,
E21, +10 JA.
17m JT - ZS6WB, TF5B, PY4ZO, PY2THO,
KP4IS, JA1-2-3-4-7-9, FR4PG. RTTY YB7IRI/1, WP4C, TR8CA, SU9VB,
PJ4/PA3BWK, OJ0DX, OJ0JR. PSK HS0ZJK.
15m JT - ZW0HQ, 3B8CW, ZP5YW,
YY5OAQ, YD2YIZ, XW4XR, PY +30,
LU +20, KG6DX, JA + 20, E21SNN,
CX8ABF, CX3DDO, CX2AQ, CP6CL, CE5PRD,
CE3RR, CE3CBM, 9J2HN, 3DA0AY RTTY VU2LBW, VR2XMT, P49X, D44D.
12m JT - CX8ABF. RTTY - S9YY, LU7HF,
CX2AQ, 3B8FA. PSK - 3B8FA.
10m PSK125 - VP8LP.
Quite a variety there and Gordon’s Data
score is getting larger every day! All this
DX is worked on wire antennas too, no
tower or beams.
Ian M0KCM has also been busy! This is his
latest input:
“The big news for me this quarter was to
break through the 800 datamode
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bandslots barrier. (Now happily sitting on
802 slots worked). In Club Log terms, this
puts me in 31st place on the all-time
British league. Not bad for a little over
three years and a very modest
shack. DXCC count is still at 199. Having a
quick look through the logbook, there
hasn't been too much worthy of note
apart from maybe: - ZS4JAN - 40m
JT65, OY/ON6NB - 40m RTTY. AP2AM, &
3DA0AY -,15m JT65, and, my first 6m
datamode QSO GI4SNA - JT65.
I've been having problems with Airlink
Express while using MFSK16 mode. It's not
something I have too much experience
with, but the software and radio keep
sticking in TX with no audio tones being
sent. Open to advice for a cure.
Reviewing my targets, I'm now aiming at
850 bandslots, of course wishing to break
through 200 DXCC. Finally to complete
digital WAS 48 confirmed via LOTW. NE
worked several times without
confirmation and MT not yet worked.”
So far, for me, the JT modes have been an
interesting challenge and I have worked
lots of DX on JT65, from Europe to the
Pacific, so it can be a useful mode to have.
However, it cannot come close to using
the “normal” modes for a more personal
QSO. Having said that…….
NORMAL QSOs
Let’s take RTTY as the usual everyday Data
mode. What IS a normal QSO? These days,
it seems to be “G3LDI 599 73” and that’s
it! Well, and this applies to other modes
as well, that is NOT why I have in excess of
10 grand’s worth of equipment, towers
and antennas. I would like to have a REAL
conversation, like the old days. I can go
back to the 1960s (yes, a real BOF!) and
remember having erudite contacts with
amateurs from all continents, sometimes
lasting an hour or more. What has
happened to the hobby today? I am not

interested in just swapping numbers;
contests are the place for that sort of
activity. I am talking about the average
station, not in vast demand of course.
BARTG 75 Baud Sprint.
Due to my success in the earlier BARTG
contest, I had to enter this one in the SOE
category and play with the big boys!
Having taken down some of my antennas I
did not do so well this year.
I finished with 141 QSOs, 35 DXCC, 13
Areas and 5 Continents for 33,840 points.
Propagation was poor on 10 and 15m, so
20m was the bread and butter band. I was
using the 20m rhombic tuned for 80 and
40m. It seemed to work pretty well and I
was surprised at how many I worked.

the setup options, I turned N1MM off and
restarted, which cleared the problem.
Then I found that the netbook would not
refresh the screens quickly enough. There
was a big delay in answering a call and
sometimes I was sending ‘QSL ... QRZ’
while the netbook was still logging the last
contact on the screen - actually slower in a
run than normal 45 baud RTTY.
Closing all the extra windows, RBN,
bandmaps, telnet etc. helped but it was
still poor. Time for a new laptop maybe ….
I did get the five continents on offer but
overall it was a poor effort. 3000+ Qs from
GD put the smile back on my face!”
Results for the two 75 Baud Sprints are
available here:

Chris G8APB sent me the following:

April: http://tinyurl.com/z8bk7xr

“Band conditions fairly dire again this
September, but made a fair number more
contacts and more than doubled my last
September score.

September: http://tinyurl.com/gm3x657

Using my contest call M0A I worked a
claimed 191 Qs, 37 DXCCs, 10 Areas, and 5
Continents for a claimed score of 44,885.
Notable of course GD0A and G3LDI on
three bands each, Then Hal ZS6WB called
me out of the blue followed by TR8CA and
CN8KD for my Africa mults; Then again
called by EK3GM which was my only Asia
mult. And old favourite YV5AAX for SA
mult. All the rest were from USA, Canada
and around Europe. Great fun but hard
work at times.”
John GW4SKA sent this:
“I managed 174 Qs for 35,670 points from
GD. The first hour was difficult with a
strange software problem. MMTTY was
receiving fine at 75 baud but sending at 45
baud! I could not get an answer except
from a couple of stations who must have
switched to 45 to get my call, then replied
at 75 without telling me. After checking all

This is how well John did from GD.
“Gear was TS590, SPE 1.3K FA, Hexbeam,
30 & 40m verticals, 80m Inverted V.
7 days operation, all RTTY. Conditions
were as expected, generally poor, but the
noise levels are low at Scarlett Point and
that helps. All the gear worked fine and
the only failure was a cheap 259 coupler
which got fitted by mistake. The hexbeam
was too close to an existing (faulty) beam
on the tower, resulting in severe detuning
when pointed at NA. That was a problem
all week and in the contest.
The highlight was a run of JA stations on
17m; two hours at rates of 100+ per hour.
20m made the most Qs but 30m was by
far the best for DX interest, working JA
and NA at the same times. 3150 Qs this
time including the test.”
Excellent work John, and pleased to have
worked you, hopefully many other CDXC
members did too.
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AN400
This new call appeared on the bands and
is causing a great deal of interest. It is in
celebration of the 400th Anniversary of
the Death of Miguel De Cervantes and will
be all over by the time you read this. But
Chris, G8APB has done very well on the
digital side with a clean sweep on 40, 20,
17 and 15m to qualify for the Platinum
award. There have been lots of heavy pileups for these stations all hankering after
the main award I would guess, which is a
high quality crystal trophy, plus a number
of very attractive certificates.
The Wouff Hong Award
I suppose you have to be of a certain
vintage to know what the Wouff Hong is. I
think it is in dire need of rejuvenation!
Operating standards in general have sunk,
as far as I am concerned, and little
concern is being shown about it. Is it that
we are all guilty? Do we condone poor
operating? Not only the operating itself,
but the signal that is being transmitted is
of equal concern and badly needs
addressing. The actual Wouff Hong resides
at ARRL HQ and originated there, but I feel
we should also have a Wouff Hong Award
in the UK.
Every amateur should know and tremble
at the history and origins of this fearsome
instrument for the punishment of
amateurs who cultivate bad operating
habits and who nourish and culture their
meaner instincts on the air. The Wouff
Hong was invented -- or at any rate,
discovered -- by "The Old Man" himself,
just as amateurs were getting back on the
air after World War I. The Old Man (who
later turned out to be Hiram Percy Maxim,
W1AW, co-founder and first President of
ARRL) first heard the Wouff Hong
described amid the howls and garble of
interference as he tuned across a band
filled with signals that exemplified all the
rotten operating practices then available
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to amateurs (considering the state of the
art as they knew it).
I mention it here because tuning around
in the BARTG 75 Baud Sprint, the amount
of dreadful RTTY signals is appalling!
There really is NO excuse for emanating
such garbage on the air. I had to move
5KHz in one instance to get away from the
awful clicks from one station. It really is a
pity that the report is not used in this
contest, although I did receive lots of
them anyway. But I would have issued
599k to see if it had any effect. The
problem is that those types of reports,
used on CW in the past, no longer are
issued. Even when I have done so, they
are ignored!
We should take a pride in the signal that
we transmit, ON ALL MODES, and if you
are unsure of your settings, usually AFSK is
the origin, take a look here:
http://www.aa5au.com/rtty.html
and here
http://audiosystemsgroup.com/HamInterf
acing.pdf
The problem is that most of the offenders
don't know they're offending--they
haven't the foggiest. Get checked out
locally BEFORE your next contest.
Newark 2016
Those of you that attended Newark this
year probably saw the BARTG stand. It
was part of the Kenwood display with kind
permission of Mark Haynes M0DXR. Mark
loaned us a Kenwood radio and an
antenna so live RTTY was on display.
Simone M0BOX was on the stand when I
visited it but I am not sure if many on-air
Qs were made, as propagation was awful.
OK folks, that’s it, --- play the music –
open the cage ----See you on the Green Keys.

Our Man in Aldabra
[The first part of this article appeared in the September 2016 CDXC Digest. Reproduced from
Mercury, issue 21, October 1967]
Phase IV
With the
arrival of the
new members
aboard the
"Manihine",
the expedition
work once
more settled
down to the
routine to
which we had
become
accustomed
ever the past
few months. It
was now possible to move more freely
around the islands as we had received an
extra outboard engine for the "Zodiac"
rubber boats and this meant that I was
able to make the odd (and very welcome)
trip to some of the other islands in the
immediate vicinity. At last I was able to
see for myself all the things the various
expedition members had spoken about.
There was the flightless Rail (last of the
flightless birds of the Indian Ocean) which
looks very much like the English Moorhen
except that the colouring is much more
striking. These birds are so tame that it is
possible to stand still, waggle your toes
and they will come and investigate,
pecking at each toe in turn!! Quite a
number of these pretty birds were caught
for tagging and the method used was, to
me, somewhat strange. A cage was
constructed with a small entrance and a
piece of silver paper placed inside it.
These small friendly birds would enter the
cage to examine the paper and in next to
no time would be caught, ringed,
weighed, measured and released. It was

very amusing to find that, though having
been once, they would come back for
another look at the trap and time after
time the same bird would be taken out,
released some two to three hundred
yards away only to return for yet another
look.
As you may have guessed, in this part of
the world fish abound in the sea and I
rarely missed the chance to go out with
the locals in their "pirogues" a small
native craft, or in the manager's boat to
try my hand at fishing. On one evening in
particular I had the chance to go on a
short trip, about half a mile from the base
camp. We dropped anchor just as the sun
set and proceeded to dangle lines over
the side. The locals never use a rod, being
far happier with a hand line having a
breaking strain of upward of 200 lbs.
Using a rod and a 150 lb. line I had the
good fortune to be able to land the first
bite, which turned out to be a small shark
weighing around 83 kilos. Remarkably it
gave no fight at all, just a snatch at the
hook and then a dead weight on the line.
Well, first blood to me!!! Back went the
hook baited with a small piece of red
snapper. By the end of an hour and a half I
had landed fish weighing in excess of 200
kilos - more than the five locals in the boat
had managed to catch between them!!!
But they were a cheerful lot of folk, every
time I got a bite, they would quickly rebait
the hook and over the side it would go. By
the end of the evening's fishing we had
780 kilos of fish between us, which at 10
cents a kilo, represented their pay for one
night's effort. Next morning, early, the
manager sent for me to have me check my
wages for the previous evening catch. I
told him to share it amongst the other
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crew members and the men couldn't
believe their ears. Within minutes I was
asked to go out in other boats; one of the
chaps even offered to take me out
whenever I wanted to go - day or night!!
Thinking back on that time, makes me
wonder just who it was who used to send
a young boy down each day with some
little gift of fresh fruit or some choice
piece of meat or fish. One thing I shall not
forget in a hurry was the way that these
poor people, who owned virtually
nothing, had nothing to give away except
things that they made or obtained on the
island, who worked for around a shilling a
day with an occasional bonus from fishing,
yet were so kind as to give me what they
could well have made use of themselves.
There was an incident in February that I
shall remember for a long, long time. Early
on the morning of the seventh, the
manager came and woke me up at the
ungodly hour of ten past five (0110 Z), he
was dressed in his pajamas. The evening
before there had been a case of rape on
the island and he had just been awakened
with the details. As well as Island manager
he was the "Peace Officer" and so was in
the unfortunate position of having to deal
with this very disturbing case. He gave me
a brief account of what had happened and
I was upset to hear that the victim had
been a twelve year old girl who was
extremely pretty and also very pleasant to
talk to. But I was there to run a radio
station and after obtaining advice from
the Royal Navy in Mauritius, a signal was
sent to the Governor and also to the
Attorney General in Mahe. (Later in
March, the Governor told me that he had
received the signal within fifteen hours - it
had been routed through Mauritius,
London, Mombasa and finally to Mahe apparently quite a record) A radio sked
was arranged with VQ9DH, Dave Hunter,
in Mahe and the advice that had been
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requested was passed direct from the
police there by Dave. Yet again Amateur
Radio played a vital part in assisting the
Expedition.
As the last phase of the Expedition settled
down, Harry once again offered his
services as an assistant to one of the
Expedition members and settled down at
the far end of the island. In February I was
asked if I would like to accompany a party
on a trip to Cosmoledo, one of the islands
in the Indian Ocean, with a possible visit
to Astove Island as well. This offer,
together with a request from the North
New Jersey DX Association, decided me
and I asked Harry if he could hold the fort
from the daily met reports point of view
for the four days that I would be away.
Harry willingly agreed and with the
assistance of G4RS (Les at the helm) and
my remote letter, Ray - G3EKL, the
necessary administrative arrangements
were completed.
The MV "Manihine" arrived at Aldabra on
the evening of March 3rd and the party
sailed for Astove the next morning. We
arrived at this very small island, located
10°8’S/47°45’E, at noon on March 5th and
went ashore to meet the owner, a Mr
Veevers-Carter. After tea and the usual
formalities, he was kind enough to allow
me the use of one of his store sheds to
use as a shack. The KW was quickly
installed together with a generator (an
Enfield 2·5 KVA diesel), the linear and the
well proven 12 AVQ. By a quarter to three
local time VQ9JW/A was on the air on CW.
But not for long though as the weather
quickly changed and within a matter of
minutes rain, thunder and a great swarm
of mosquitoes made things unworkable,
For periods of up to fifteen minutes
nothing could be heard but static, whilst
the rig had to be physically moved to
avoid the rain leaking through the roof.
Luckily I had a large piece of PVC sheeting

which solved the problem - it was used to
wrap the KW in whilst at sea. Operation
started again as soon as the storm had
abated and carried on until the early
hours of the next morning when I had to
get back on board the boat for the next
leg of the voyage.
We arrived at Cosmoledo, 9°41’S/47°35’E
at about 1100Z on March 6th and the rig
was on the air within minutes. It was
operated without any trouble right
through until the early hours of March 7th
when the "Manihine" weighed anchor and
sailed once more, this time for Aldabra.
Back home on Aldabra by late afternoon
the same day (I say home, for the shed
there had been just that for so long!)
where things were much the same as
when we had left. The first call to the
weather bureau the next morning
produced a reply at 5wpm on CW asking
when was I coming back!!
March 25th saw the Government boat
"Lady Esme" arrive at the island. On board
was His Excellency the Governor, Sir
Gordon Walker (no relation I assure you)
and Mr John Todd, Commissioner, British
Indian Ocean Territories. As the leader of
the expedition was at the other end of the
island, I was asked to meet our visitors but
as the weather report was just in the
process of being converted into weather
code for transmission, Harry deputised
and putting on a shirt, shorts, shoes and
socks (things seldom worn by any of us)
he did the job in style. It was only his
beard that enabled me to identify him
from the Governor!! It did seem strange
to see Harry in clothes again instead of his
black, red trimmed swimming trunks. He
offered to act as driver of our "Zodiac" for
the Governor on his trip around the island
and was soon to be seen again in his
swimming trunks, following at the
regulation three paces to the rear of His
Excellency.

That evening the members of the
expedition were invited to the "Lady
Esme" for drinks with His Excellency and
to crown the day, Harry was invited to
stay for dinner on board and was
allocated a State room for the night. This
was unashamed luxury and Harry made
the most of this, resting aboard for as long
as he could.
The next day, after a trip around the
island, His Excellency and his party were
invited to take drinks with the castaways.
During the festivities I made a check of the
barograph which had made a very sharp
rise, suggesting some bad weather in the
vicinity. Our guests decided to leave us
and returned through a worsening sea to
their boat. Within minutes of the party
getting aboard and Harry returning to dry
land, the wind was gusting up to fifty
knots and the sea became extremely
rough. By a quarter to nine local time, it
was too rough for the "Lady Esme" to
keep station at anchor, so she sailed out
into the storm, keeping in radio contact
with me through the night as their only
set was a low power equipment which did
not cover the normal shipping bands. The
storm abated the next day and the "Lady
Esme" proceeded on her way back to
Mahe making a daily sked with me until
land was made.
The end of March also saw the arrival of
the island schooner "Argo" loaded with
goodies for the local’s - cigarettes, tinned
beer, cloth etc. Also on board were some
new labourers, to replace some of the
inhabitants who were due to leave. The
"Argo" sailed on the 29th and every one
of the locals who were returning back to
Mahe, came and said farewell to me,
including the small boy who had become
one of my constant companions and
assistant aerial rigger (he could climb
better than any of the others, swarming
up and down trees more like a monkey
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than a human being). I was very sorry to
see him go. But with only a few days
before the store boat was due, many
other things occupied my time as all the
stores had to be crated and addressed,
equipment dismantled etc. etc.
Communications with the Royal Navy in
Mauritius closed on March 31st and once
more the KW 2000A became our sole link
with the outside world. On the same day,
the "Manihine" arrived once more and
took off the six remaining members of the
expedition together with a large
proportion of our radio stores. And so to
more packing and next on the list were
the diesel generators loaned by the Royal
Navy which had provided both AC and DC
power for the period we had been out
there. One was taken out of service on
2nd April, dismantled and packed into
four wooden crates whilst the other one
was left running until the last minute and
then hurriedly packed on April 8th, the
day before the "Manihine" called to
collect the last of the party and stores. I
was a little sad at leaving as, on the final
morning, the local inhabitants came and
said goodbye to me in person, bringing
small farewell gifts which I managed to
get through the Customs with no trouble.
The most acceptable and unexpected gift
was from the young girl who had been
attacked in February - two embroidered
pillowcases, with the words "Souvenir
from the families of Aldabra" and so we
sailed from the island on April 7th, leaving
behind a wealth of pleasant memories
and bringing away a host of experiences.
On arrival in Mombasa three days later,
we went to the airline ticket office to
collect our tickets for the flight back to G
land, but found that no arrangements had
been made. After a bit of delay, we
managed to book a flight to Nairobi the
next day but there was to be a further five
days delay there due to the Easter rush.
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The heat and humidity at this time of the
year in Mombasa is not very comfortable
so Harry and I decided to take the Nairobi
flight and call on some of the amateur
fraternity there.
So, on April 11th we flew by Comet to
Nairobi where we were met at the airport
by Andrae Saunders, 5Z4KL. Andrae drove
us to the"Mayfair"hotel, made all the
necessary arrangements and then called
to collect us for dinner in the evening.
Next morning Fred, 5Z4KO, arrived to
collect us and offered us both the
hospitality of his home where we stayed
for a couple of days before and after the
start of the East African Safari rally.
Andrae had arranged for us both to join
forces with him and another couple of the
Nairobi boys to man two of the check
point radio control rigs, which are
operated each year by the East African
amateurs. So off we went to the first point
at Laitikitok. This was on the North side of
Kilimanjaro and all through the night we
(except Harry) kept awake seeing the cars
through and radioing the times back to
rally control in the City Hall, Nairobi.
Early on Easter Sunday morning I watched
the sun rise and witnessed one of the
most breathtaking sights in the world - the
snow-covered peak of Kilimanjaro turning
to a blood red as the sun rose over the
plains. I woke Harry to see if he wanted to
try and get a photo of this beautiful sight
but I'm afraid I left it a little late and all I
got was a very rude answer!!! Later that
day we travelled into Tanzania to a place
known as "Dutch Corner" where we
established the second control point. To
get there entailed driving over two
hundred miles of mountain roads around
the base of Kilimanjaro and the scenery
was certainly very beautiful. When all the
cars had passed through the second check
point, we returned to Nairobi and on
Tuesday were taken round the National

park to see the game reserves. Our host
was Steve, VQ8CC, who had also been
operating one of the control points in
Uganda on the northern leg of the Safari.
In the early evening prior to our
departure, a little celebration was the
order of the day and we all went for a
farewell dinner in one of the well-known
eating places in Nairobi, and wined and
dined with 5Z4's KL, KO and LG with their
XYL's and 5Z4LJ and VQ8CC. Of course I
must not forget the pleasant company of
that happy bandit 5Z4IR, Ray, who asked
me to pass on his very best wishes to all
RSARS members. Well dined and content
we were driven to the airport by Fred,
5Z4KO, and his XYL escorted by five other
cars containing the rest of the party. We
boarded the VC10 and, with a final round

of farewell and waves through the
windows, took off for UK.
Now it is all over and I would like to
express my thanks to Des, G3ONU, for
acting as my QSL manager, to Roli, ZC4RB
for clearing the logs back to Des so
expeditiously. To Les - G3VYZ who helped
me to keep sane with daily chatter and to
our Editor for "this and that" because
without their help, I would never have
been able to make the expedition so
successful. Finally, my thanks to the Royal
Society for allowing me to join their
Expedition, to the Royal Navy for their
assistance and guidance with official
traffic over the many months and lastly to
the amateur fraternity in Nairobi for their
excellent hospitality.

From Past Years………
[This article first appeared in the March 2002 CDXC Digest]

Cookham, the Birthplace of Radio ??
John Hughes, G4KGT, with acknowledgement to Peter Edwards and the Maidenhead
Advertiser
Marconi's experiments at Lavernock Point,
Poldhu and the Isle of Wight are well
documented and have, rightly, taken their
place in the history of radio transmission
experiments. What is less well known is
that he conducted some key experiments
at Cookham in the Thames Valley.
Sometime in 1896 or 1897 Marconi was
invited to stay with a distant cousin,
Dr.Jameson, whose now infamous
"Jameson Raid", carried out against the
wishes of the British Government, was
one of the causes of the Boer War.
Jameson was captured by the Boers and
returned to England where he was
sentenced to 15 months imprisonment.
Due to ill-health he only served 6 months
and moved to the country to convalesce.

He rented a large house in Cookham Rise
called Hillyers, belonging to one Charles
Symmons who owned a shop in
Maidenhead High Street. Jameson had
been asked by Cecil Rhodes, the Prime
Minister of the Cape Colony, to look at the
idea of wireless as an alternative to landlines in Africa - elephants knocked down
the poles and Natives cut the wires!
Jameson was well aware of the work done
by his distant cousin, Gugliemo Marconi,
and eagerly invited him to Hillyers. This
Marconi was happy to do. But since he
was trying to gain support for his work
from the British Government, he was
reluctant to disclose his association with
Jameson and equally reluctant to keep
notes of his work at Hillyers.
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Hard evidence of Marconi's work at
Cookham was indeed difficult to find. That
is, until 1961, when Peter Edwards, a
Senior Engineer with that part of the Post
Office which became BT, moved into
Spindlewood, a new house being built in
the grounds of Hillyers. Once he learned
of the Marconi connection he set about
looking for evidence. He noticed a kink in
one of the large pine trees and on further
investigation discovered a metal spike
embedded in the trunk, the obvious cause
if the kink. Peter deduced that the spike
may well have been used by Marconi as a
hoist to elevate the metal plates or
cylinders he was using to a height of
about 30 feet. It was obvious to Peter that
Marconi's apparatus would have needed
to be earthed and the obvious place to
look was beneath the pine tree. A couple
of inches below the surface he found the
remains of a Victorian frying pan! All that
was left was the 7 inch handle with the
rest having rusted away, but this would
have acted as a perfect earth plate for
Marconi's equipment.
There is much documented evidence that
Marconi, following experiments on
Salisbury Plain, used a vertical wire
connected to a metal "capacity" at the

top, which when hoisted above the
ground and earthed at the base, would
have allowed the transmitter to send
longer ground-hugging wavelengths over
greater distances The initial tests were
carried out with the plates at eight feet
above the ground. But in November1896
Marconi wrote to his sponsors, the Post
Office, proposing a series of experiments
with plates at 30 feet above the ground.
He backed up this new proposal with
experimental data which he said was
obtained from work carried out in Italy,
but it would seem obvious that he carried
this work at Hillyers between September
1896 and March 1897 and was most
anxious not to disclose his connection
with Dr. Jameson. After this period
Marconi's experiments were carried out at
heights of 100 and 150 feet with no
record of Post Office taking up the 30 feet
experiments. Marconi had already learned
all he needed to know from his
experiments at Cookham.
His place in Cookham's history has been
recognised with a "Blue Plaque" at the site
of these experiments, but sadly the pine
tree carrying the metal spike has been cut
down.

Letter to the Editor
From G3YJQ
QRZ and HAMCall.
What bugs me most of all is the use of
names on QRZ. If your name is Antonio, or
Alexander, why not use the name you
would like the other Hams to call you, like
Tony or Alex, and not your full name. We
hams are not really interested in your full
name over the air waves. Now to HamCall,
if you have data on both data bases, then
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why not synchronise both of them. It is
quite often found that the LOC is different
on HamCall, and also sometimes the total
address. We are all in the game of
communication, so why not do it properly
and make life easy for all of us.

A bhi DSP noise cancelling product
is not just for Christmas...
...Have “noise free” radio all year!
'S3K5

NEIM1031 MKII
APSOL¿HG LQ-OLQH
'S3 PRGXOH
- )XOO XVHU FRQWUURO
- 3: DXGLR - SSHDNHU
OLQH OHYHO LQSXWV DQG
RXWSXWV - EDV\ WR XVH
- 8VH ZLWK D VSHDNHU RU
SKRQHV -  ¿OWHU OHYHOV
 WR 3G% - 12 WR 29'&
00PA

NES10-2 MK3

$PSOL¿HG 'S3 VSHDNHU
- 5RWDU\ ¿OWHU VHOHFW VZLWFK
-  'S3 ¿OWHU OHYHOV  WR 3G%
- : LQSXW & 2: DXGLR RXW
- 3 PP PRQR KHDGSKRQH VRFNHW
- OQRII DXGLR E\SDVV VZLWFK
- 12 WR 29'& 00PA

SLPSO\ SOXJ LQ WKH DXGLR
DQG FRQQHFW WKH SRZHU!

'XDO IQ-/iQH

10: DPSOL¿HG 'S3 QRLVH
FDQFHOOLQJ VSHDNHU

- EDV\ FRQWURO RI 'S3 ¿OWHU
-  ¿OWHU OHYHOV
- SOHHS PRGH - )LOWHU VHOHFW &
VWRUH IXQFWLRQ - 9ROXPH FRQWURO
- IQSXW RYHUORDG /E'
- +HDGSKRQH VRFNHW
- SXSSOLHG ZLWK XVHU PDQXDO
DQG IXVHG '& SRZHU OHDG

MRQRVWHUHR 'S3 QRiVH HOiPiQDWiQJ PRGXOH
***NHZ iPSURYHG 'S3 QRiVH FDQFHOOiQJ***
-  )iOWHU OHYHOV  WR 0G% - 3PP MRQR RU VWHUHR
iQSXWV - /iQH OHYHO iQRXW -  ZDWWV PRQR VSHDNHU
RXWSXW - +HDGShRQH VRFNHW - EDV\ WR DGMXVW DQG
VHWXS - IGHDO IRU ';iQJ FOXb VWDWiRQV VSHFiDO
HYHQW VWDWiRQV DQG ¿HOG GD\ HYHQWV - SXSSOiHG
bR[HG ZiWh XVHU PDQXDO DQG DXGiRSRZHU OHDGV SXiWDbOH IRU XVH ZiWh PDQ\ UDGiRV DQG UHFHiYHUV
iQFOXGiQJ EOHFUDIW K3 K;3 & )OH[5DGiR SURGXFWV

&hHFN RXW
RXU ZHbViWH
IRU VRPH
IHVWiYH
RIIHUV
GXUiQJ
'HFHPbHU!

bhi DSP install modules also available to
revive your old radio or extension speaker!

ANEM MKII

&RPSDFW 'S3 PRGXOH
-  ¿OWHU OHYHOV  WR 3G%
- AXGiR b\SDVV PRGH
- 3: DXGiR RXWSXW PD[
- 12 WR 19'& 300PA
- :iGH DXGiR bDQGZiGWh
- EDV\ SXVhbXWWRQ FRQWURO
- &RPSDFW iQOiQH XQiW IRU
XVH ZiWh \RXU hHDGShRQHV
RU H[WHQViRQ VSHDNHU

VSHDNHU

EKL /WG 22 :RROYHQ &ORVH
%XUJHVV +LOO 5+1 55 8K

bhi

7HO 01 0333

&RPSDFW IQ-/LQH

&RPSDFW hDQGhHOG PRQRVWHUHR
iQ-OiQH 'S3 QRiVH FDQFHOOiQJ XQiW

- EDV\ WR XVH URWDU\ FRQWUROV IRU
DOO IXQFWiRQV - NHZ iPSURYHG
'S3 QRiVH FDQFHOOiQJ - 8VH ZiWh PRQR
RU VWHUHR iQSXWV -  ¿OWHU OHYHOV
 WR 3G% - IGHDO IRU SRUWDbOH XVH & ';iQJ
- 8VH ZiWh hHDGShRQHV RU D VPDOO VSHDNHU
-129 '& SRZHU RU 2 [ AA bDWWHUiHV
- OYHU 0 hRXUV bDWWHU\ OiIH
- Si]H 121PP [ 0PP [ 33PP
- SXiWDbOH IRU XVH ZiWh EOHFUDIW K3 & K;3

'ESK7O3

- 10: DPSOi¿HG 'S3
QRiVH FDQFHOOiQJ
bDVH VWDWiRQ VSHDNHU
- 5RWDU\ YROXPH
DQG ¿OWHU OHYHO FRQWUROV
-  ¿OWHU OHYHOV  WR 3G%
- SSHDNHU OHYHO DQG
OiQH OHYHO DXGiR iQSXWV
- 3PP +HDGShRQH VRFNHW
- Si]H 200 + [10 '
[10 : PP :HiJhW 1 KJ
- )RU XVH ZiWh PRVW
UDGiRV UHFHiYHUV & S'5
iQFOXGiQJ EOHFUDIW &
)OH[5DGiR

ZZZEKL-OWGFRP

EA&O

FT DX 3000D
HF/50MHz Base Transceiver

The impressive full-colour TFT display in the FTDX3000D not only looks
superb but enables both new and experienced operators to easily access
all the transceivers outstanding features and functions, therefore ensuring
they achieve the superior level of perfomance the FTDX3000D offers.
Our current range of HF transceivers are the result of over 50 years of
research, development and dedication to the amateur radio hobby, which
we continue to support and invest in.
All our new transceivers have a 2 year warranty* and are fully supported
by our authorised dealers and our Yaesu UK Service Centre.
*Terms and conditions apply.

See website for details.

Passionate about our hobby since 1956
www.yaesu.co.uk

The Yaesu
FT-991
Peter Hart says: “The FT-991 is an excellent allround radio for use from home or travelling”

3.5” TFT Colour Display The FT-991 could not
provide functions easier than at your ﬁngertips
with a 3.5” Full Colour TFT Display for
Superior Operability and Visibility. 100 Watts
of Solid Performance The RF Ampliﬁer in the
FT-991 provides a clean and solid 100 Watts
of Operating Power (50 Watts VHF/UHF) and
is combined with a large heat-sink and forced
air automatic cooling fan to increase operating
time and prevent overheating.
Compact, Lightweight & Portable The FT-991
Comes in a compact, lightweight package

DON'T MISS OUR

LEGENDARY

HOG ROAST & OPEN DAY
SATURDAY 3rd DECEMBER
DOORS OPEN 8am CLOSE 4pm

suitable for portable, mobile and base
installations. Measuring 8.8”(W) x 3” (H) x 9.9”
(L) at just 9.7 pounds this robust full featured
mobile/portable radio is ready to go when and
where you are!
Internal Automatic Antenna Tuner Internal High
Speed Automatic Antenna Tuner included in
the package. The antenna tuner uses a LC
switching network that has a large capacity
100 channel memory. The tuning data is
automatically memorized to reduce tuning
time when changing frequency.

High Accuracy TCXO +/-0.5PPM High
Resolution DDS/PLL local Oscillator included
as part of the standard package.
USB Capable The FT-991 can be connected
to a computer using a USB cable for CAT
control and ﬁrmware updates, or the use of an
optional SCU-17 Interface Unit to support USB
Audio In/Out, TX Control (PTT, Key, Shift).

The UK’s
best-selling “Rig of the Year”

FT-911a now in stock - with updated features
Upgrade your original FT-991 to an ‘A’ model. Speak to our sales team.
The new FT-991a naturally contains all the features packed into the
original version of the FT-991.
The FT-991a provides two new stimulating and useful advanced features - a Real-time
Spectrum Scope and a Multi-Colour Waterfall Display!
The new dynamic real-time spectrum scope gives radio operators the ability to
graphically view the location of signals on the band while they listen to the received
audio allowing them to quickly move to the desired signal. The strength of signals on
the band can readily be seen on the multi-colour waterfall display. Chronological order
colour differentiation allows operators to easily recognise weak signals at a glance;
signals that might otherwise be missed on the spectrum scope.

Available from stock!

For more info see: www.HamRadio.co.uk
Brochure available to download from: www.HamRadio.co.uk/FT-991

Tel: 0345 2300 599
Web: HamRadio.uk

SAFE ONLINE SHOPPING
Shopping online with ML&S is safe
and secure. E&OE

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER AND
FACEBOOK

HamRadioUK

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd. Wessex House, Drake Avenue, Staines, Middlesex TW18 2AP. E-mail: sales@hamradio.uk
Opening Hours: Mon - Fri: 8.30am to 5pm. Sat: 9.30am to 4.30pm. International Tel: +44(0) 1932 567 333

